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DATE NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MIDDLE SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL OPTION SCHOOL COMMENTS:

11/7/19 Aditya Kukday kukday@gmail.com

Thanks for getting back.  Really really appreciate it.                                                                  
I wanted to understand the advisory members impartiality. Can we know which 
of the advisory members who will be voting on the maps before they are 
forwarded to BSD superintendent are personally impacted by this process. What 
I am trying to get to is if these folks are personally impacted, then their biases will 
creep in their recommendations. Are these members residents of BSD areas, do 
they have kids in impacted elementary / middle schools?                                                    
I opened a public records request for this info.                                                                        
Also if the advisory board members are going to be impacted, will BSD take this 
into consideration when reaching a decision?                                                                            
Many thanks again, Regards Aditya

11/12/19 Aditya Kukday kukday@gmail.com

For the current middle school redistricting advisory committee, I would like to know if 
the advisory committee members have kids in elementary school or middle school and 
if they are going to be impacted by redistricting. This is to understand if there is going 
to be a bias in their voting. For example, are there any Findley parents on the advisory 
board who will pursue biased agenda of keeping Findley feeding to Stoller at the 
expense of other schools like Sato or Springville who will have to drive for more than 
30 mins to go to either Five Oaks or Timberline.

11/13/19 Aditya Kukday kukday@gmail.com

I see a serious conflict of interest issue here. For example, it is well known that Findley 
parents are lobbying extremely aggressively for Findley to be included in Stoller 
boundary. However, a Findley parent is in the redistricting advisory committee. So the 
recommendation cannot be trusted since he is personally motivated. Folks with skin in 
the game cannot & should not be allowed to influence the decision. The goes against 
the well established jurisprudence no-no of power of judge, jury and executioner 
residing in the same person.                                                                                            
Commissioner Grotting needs to publish in advance what BSD is going to do to address 
this clear conflict of interest. Or else, the redistricting will not have any legitimacy or 
legality.  Also to preclude potential mitigation's to this clear conflict of interest, please 
also note that there could be quid-pro-quo arrangement between advisory committee 
members - for example even if Stoller member is not allowed to vote on Stoller 
boundary, he/she could align with another board member (for example five oaks). The 
Five Oaks member would vote a certain way (aligned with Stoller member), and Stoller 
member would reciprocate when voting for Five Oaks (aligned with Five Oaks 
member). So not allowing members to vote for their particular middle school is not a 
good mitigation. The process to manage the conflict of interest has to be robust and 
win the trust of the residents/tax payers.  Regards, Aditya

11/13/2019 B. Jones b_jones78@yahoo.com

It seems that most of the proposals have unfairly and illogically targeted Springville 
elementary school being changed to feed into Five Oaks instead of into Stoller.  All 
other elementary schools in this area, including Findley, are closer to Five Oaks than 
Springville is.  It does not make sense that Springville is being targeted to feed into Five 
Oaks.  Please create more proposals that keep Springville feeding into Stoller.

11/13/2019 Florentina Perjeru dr_perjeru@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please consider distance from neighborhoods to the new middle school if Stoler is not 
the option for Springville neighborhood and the impact will it have on student travel. 
What are the efforts taken to bring Five Oaks to same academic level as Stoller, there 
are significant differences in academics at all levels. We chose where to buy a house 
for the level of rigor Stoller brings to middle school experience, therefore, is it under 
consideration what the impact on families who paid high premiums on housing to 
attend Stoler if the middle school attendance boundary changes for Arbor Oaks 
community.  Thank you.
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11/13/2019 paige jones paiger_jones@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We moved here 6 years ago from Texas. I have 4 kids so education is a big concern for me so when we moved 
to the area I did my research on which schools would be best for my kids. The one thing I kept hearing over 
and over was the Stoller was amazing and as long as we moved into the Stoller boundaries we would be just 
fine because all elementary schools that feed into Stoller would be great as well. So we focused our home 
search on the Stoller boundaries and have been very happy living here. I had a son who went to Stoller for 3 
years and academically he had a great time. He did have a hard time socially but most middle school kids do. 
But what I loved about Stoller was how concerned the teachers there were for the students well being. My 
daughter currently attends Stoller and before she entered middle school she was shy, and unsure of herself 
and didn't like talking to adults or was nervous about doing things for herself. After she entered Stoller, she 
started having a new sense of confidence about herself and I watched her blossom and grow into an 
incredible girl. She started trying out for solos in choir, the school musical, standing up for other kids, 
inviting kids who looked lonely to sit with her and her friends. Her grades have been amazing and she is so 
responsible about getting her homework done and when she has a question about something at school she 
advocates for herself. I am so grateful for Stoller and the lessons it has taught my kids. Last year when Stoller 
was on lock down, I had two kids there and it was nerve racking because we didn't know anything that was 
going on in that school, but the one thing I felt confident about was that the staff and administration would 
do everything they could to keep the kids safe, and they did just that. i have 2 other kids who attend 
Springville and we have loved it and I have been so excited for my youngest to have the same opportunities 
and lessons to be learned at Stoller as their older siblings, but with some of the new boundary maps, they 
won't be given those same things at Five Oaks. We live close to Stoller and it is really helpful to have them 
that close for so many reasons. It would be really unfortunate for the boundaries to change where the kids 
attending Springville would attend anything else except for Stoller. I am pushing, advocating and fighting 
for additional maps to be made to allow Springville students to attend Stoller so that all kids in this area are 
giving the chance to go to a school like Stoller.

11/13/2019 venkateswarlu vinjamuri vinjam5678@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please do a reasonable study when considering the boundary changes. In my opinion 
please take highest priority on the diversity during boundary changes. There is an 
impact on kids growth and development if one ethnicity dominates in the school. We 
want all kids excel in their field and interests. Thanks.

11/13/2019 Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear BSDI am parent of a second grader living near Jacob Wismer Elementary and 
Stroller Middle school. I am hoping both my daughters will eventually enter Stroller 
after their stint at Jacob Wismer. Middle school defines a kids kid's life very much. 
Those are the years they undergo Harmonal changes trying to discover themselves. 
Smaller class sizes enable educators to help them better. Stroller is crowded. Stroller 
educators are over worked. We need smaller class sizes. I have family and ton of 
friends at North Bethany. We need to find a good solution for those parents and kids. 
But as a future Stroller parent smaller sizes and lesser student population is the need 
of the hour. We need a constructive discussion and an amicable solution for this.

11/13/2019 Jolene seacl0418@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Stoller is the nearest school for us. It doesn't make any sense to ask rock creek to feed 
5 oak. I commute via 26 from Rock creek every day and it is around 20-25 min drive in 
the morning. As a parent, I concern my kids' commute time and safety.

11/13/2019 Francis Sotto francis.f.sotto@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

As most parents that chose to live in North Bethany - we moved here because of 
schools. We HAD 2 great choices for middle school. With Springville Middle School 
being phased out and now there is discussion of moving us out of Stoller - feels like a 1 -
2 punch.Proposals for Springville, a community furthest north to a school south of Hi-
26 is misguided. It doubles the distance to the school, makes it unsafe for 
walking/biking, and is across the natural boundary created by  Hi Way 26.I hope BSD 
takes notice of all the comments here from the Springville parents that oppose 
proposals to move Springville out of Stoller, the remaining middle school closest to us.

11/13/2019 Raj Morton Mortonraj@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Last meeting and the online comments indicate all current stoller feeder ES like to stay 
with stoller. I suggest the new middle school can open the summa program to attract 
parent to the new school.
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11/13/2019 Arta Montero arta.pecaj@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

These changes have huge impacts on people's lives and people typically decide to 
purchase a house based on the school they prefer to attend. If schools start filling 
beyond capacity areas added last should be removed. This way, we establish some 
normalcy. Else, one never knows where to settle because of school boundary changes.  
These changes everything and one never knows what is going to happen and when. It 
makes sense that Rock creek stays at Stoller. This way we move from top down as is 
the case now. I don't understand why do we need to focus on regrouping based on 
east west now and deviate from current establishment.

11/14/19 Aditya Kukday kukday@gmail.com

Many thanks for the reply. I am really appreciative of the open communication and 
transparency from BSD. My public records requests are getting quickly answered, and 
emails immediately replied. Many thanks again.

With regards to proof of bias, will the voting of advisory committee be public or 
confidential (vote of every member)? That voting will be a clear confirmation if there is 
bias or not. Thank you for making this part of the record.
Thanks & regards, Aditya

11/14/2019 Linda Eld lindaeld6556@gmail.com Bethany Elem Stoller MS Westview

It is of great concern to us that boundary changes are being considered to take 
children from the Stoller area and move them to Five Oaks Middle school - 1. Five Oaks 
is not even close to the Stoller area - Stoller starts at West Union and Laidlaw on the 
North side of HWY 262. Stoller Middle School is within walking distance for many 
students3. Home owners have purchased in this area specifically based upon the 
current schools 4. More children would have to be bussed Opposed to boundary 
changeLinda Eld

11/14/2019 Shilpa Nangunoori Shilpa.nangunoori@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Some of the proposals suggest Rock Creek Elementary students be redirected to Five 
Oaks Middle School instead of the existing Stoller middle school. I vehemently oppose 
this proposal. It makes no sense to have kids travel to a school farther away from their 
neighborhood. Stoller has been serving the Rock creek students well and should be 
continuing to do so.

11/14/2019 Annie Wang Anniewang236@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Dear Sir/Madam,Our family has been living in the Bethany area for 15 years, and saw 
the development of this area from a lot of farmland and forest to currently residential 
area, and more houses are planned in North of Bethany area. Current Elementary 
school and middle school Stoller are both over crowded, and there are more new 
constructions and the potential for more students need to get into this school. Both 
the infrastructure including road, traffic, and facilities including schools, hospitals, 
shopping center etc. need to be put into place before building more houses. Strongly 
suggest to build new schools, including elementary school and middle school in the 
area to relieve the situation in the area.  Families move here mainly for its high quality 
of schools and students, we call for Improved school/teacher resources in order to 
keep up the fast development of this area. Thank you for giving us a chance to express 
our opinions. Let's work together and come up with a practical and feasible plan, to 
accommodate the growing needs for all levels of education.With Best Regards,Annie

11/14/2019 Heather Jones hmjones2005@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
Please keep Findley in the Stoller boundary. Also, please keep Stoller in the Sunset 
boundary.  Thank you!

11/14/2019 Jianqiao Huang huangjianqiao@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

new MS boundary should be decided based on distance to new MS. Findley is one of 
three schools closest to MS (less than 2 miles) and should be assigned to new MS. 
Springville has no other MS within 5 miles except stroller MS, so Springville should 
continue to go to Stroller.
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11/14/2019 Jan K White Partyofsix97@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

After reviewing the maps and suggestions, it is clear that the students and families 
would be safest, more engaged as a community, increase parent volunteering and 
support if elementary schools feed into the middle school that is closest in proximity. 
Please consider keeping Findley and Jacob Wismer boundaries in place and feeding into 
Stoller. Thank you, Jan K WhitePresidentWillow Creek Heights HOA

11/14/2019 Gauri Trivedi Gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD,Thank you for taking steps to reduce the overcrowding at Stoller middle School via 
the re- boundary process.Keeping in mind the district's goal of providing equal and 
accessible learning To students of all strata of the community, DO NOT move 
Springville school community out of Stoller MS. With the middle school option already 
being phased out of the Springville K - 8 school, Stoller is the only option Within a 
reasonable distance. Proposing Five Oaks as an alternative would be disastrous for the 
students involved looking at the commute time involved. There would be hardly any 
time left for students to pursue any other recreational activities or sports, which are 
much needed for their all Around development and health.I hope the district will keep 
in mind the best interests of the students in this whole process.

11/14/2019 Kaan Oguz kaanoguzz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Hi,I wanted to express my famliy's position regarding the boundary change for 
Beaverton Middle schools. My daughters will attend the Stoller Middle School as of 
now and I dont want it to be changed because it is closest to our house. I will try to 
attend the committe meetings when I have a chanceRegardsThanks

11/14/2019 Sunil Unadkat Neal_unadkat@hotmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

It is totally unacceptable to adjust the boundaries where students are shuffled to the 
inferior five oaks school from Sato, Springville and other school which are highly rated. 
It seems to me that BSD wants good students to under perform by shipping them to 
inferior schools. All Bethany area residents have paid high taxes to not deserve this. I 
urge all to protest this from BSD and voice the  concerns.

11/14/2019 Devu Pandit dspandit@rocketmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

I find the idea of sending kids who feed into Springville Elementary School to Five Oaks 
absolutely ridiculous.  Children who live in North Bethany should continue to stay at 
Stoller.  Please note the comments that I have made in the first week that comments 
were accepted.  A long time ago, I prepared a presentation that proposes what the 
new boundaries should look like.  Anybody who is reading these comments can send 
me an e-mail requesting that presentation and I will try to send it to you.  You can 
take that presentation and send it on to Steve Sparks and the boundary committee 
members and reference it when giving your own opinions on what the boundaries 
should look like.

11/14/2019 Tarek Massoud tarek.massoud@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

It came to my knowledge that there is a proposal to move Rockcreek elementary 
school to the five oaks. As a parent to students in Rockcreek I find this proposal very 
inconvenient. 1. As a parent I moved to this neighborhood looking for the best schools 
for my kids. Rockcreek lived up to my expectations, Stoller does too but five oaks does 
not.2. Home values in our neighborhood would drop which result in a financial loss for 
a lot of home owners.I am happy stating in Stoller or move to the new School but do 
not punish our kids, especially that we did our part in selecting the best schools when 
we chose our home.
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11/14/2019 Himanshu Jain hjain81@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Officer,We  live in Springville school district at a walking distance from 
elementary school. I have two kids. We are deeply concerned by the proposals to 
remove Springville as a feeder school for Stoller middle school. These proposals 
suggest sending Springville kids to very far middle schools like Five Oaks middle school. 
These proposals will make the middle school commute time for my kids to be more 
than an hour. This will negatively impact their growth and development as it will take 
away time from activities that they enjoy.  This will require crossing over US26 which 
has bad traffic in morning as well as evening times.  Our kids have friends that already 
go to Stoller middle school and they look forward to going to the same school as well. 
Springville elementary has a good mix of socio-economic backgrounds (both low and 
high income families). This enables Springville to feed this good mix of students to 
Stoller MS.  Any proposal to remove Springville as a feeder school will impact the mix 
of students in Stoller and bias it more towards high income families. Therefore, I 
strongly oppose any proposal to remove Springville as a feeder school to Stoller. Stoller 
middle school is closest to us at 2.1 miles from our house while any other school is at 
least 5 miles away. Thanks,Himanshu Jain

11/15/2019 Albert Serkovich Serkovich86@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview We need to keep Springville feeding Stoller and ot Five oaks. It twice the distance!

11/15/2019 Natalya Serkovich Natalie.khokhlov@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Our currently assigned middle school - Stoller, is only 2 miles away, and it doesn[?]t 
make sense for me that our kids will ride a bus over a highway for 4 miles when we 
practically live  in the neighborhood

11/15/2019 Lynnsey Sitter lynnseysitter@gmail.com Findley Elem

Our kids go to Findley and we are essentially across the street from Stoller Middle 
School. Our oldest will start middle school next year. There have been suggestions that 
Findley should move to the new middle school.  If that happens, instead of walking less 
than two-tenths of a mile to our neighborhood middle school, we'd have to drive/ride 
a bus over 4 miles to the new school.  That certainly seems contrary to the district's 
policy regarding consideration of neighborhood proximity.  Findley should continue to 
feed to Stoller.

11/15/2019 Anh Pham Anh.pham2@nike.com Rock Creek Elem

We'd propose 2 options, aiming to keep Rock Creek with Stoller:- Findley, Bonny slope, 
Cedar Mills and Terra Linda go to the new school. Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer and 
Rock Creek continues to go to Stoller- Make Springville K-8, so Sato, Jacob Wismer, 
Rock Creek and Finley go to Stoller.

11/15/2019 Carol Anne Ben-Ari carolcheslek@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD,It is hard to express the depth of the things the Rock Creek Elementary 
community is feeling right now, but I'm going to try!  Something that is so deeply 
important to us as a community IS our community!  We have no community near Five 
Oaks Middle school, which is 3.5 miles from my family's home and so many of our 
neighborhood families' homes.  Stoller is 1.5 miles away.  Stoller is where older sisters 
and brothers have gone, where Rock Creek parents have been so involved in the PTO 
and other school programs.  Stoller is part of our community, and part of the lives of 
former Rock Creek students, and should continue to be part of the future of our 
children now!  Please do not push our children more than 3 miles out to a school we 
don't want them to attend, when a school we are so connected to is right down the 
road for so many of us.Thank you,Carol Ben-Ari
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11/15/2019 Shruti sonia.manoranjan@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

My kids go to Jacob Wismer. And in two years one of them will be going to Stroller MS. 
Stroller is just next to Jacob Wismer and my kids are going to bike there. Since 
Kindergarten, they knew that one day they are going to a bigger school which is right 
across the street. Every year the Stroller buddies visit them and talk to them about 
how fun Stroller is. Also, Stroller has SUMA  program and my kid is already targeting 
that. She has received 99 percentile in her cogat screening and is confident that she 
will get into the prestigious SUMA program of Stroller. It will be heartbreaking from 
them to know that they can not go to Stroller anymore because of boundary 
adjustments. When I told her about boundary adjustment discussion, her response was 
- the new communities should get a new school. It is unfair to ask us to go to a new 
school and let new community kids come to stroller. If a 3rd grader can understand 
this, I am sure we as an adult should think about this too. I strongly support Jacob 
Wismer kids continue going to Stroller MS.

11/15/2019 Fam Mohnen afmemohnen@comcast.net Stoller MS Westview

Overcrowding in our schools and boundary adjustments seem to really stem from a 
lack of long-range planning on school population growth.  Population growth is 
substantially bigger in the northwest side of 26 - and residents in this area definitely 
need a new middle school and high school.With removing the K-8 model, and interest 
of short-term to medium term concern, is it feasible to modify/ expand Springville into 
a middle school instead and then re-distribute the Springville K-5 into nearby existing 
elementary schools (Sato, Wismer, Rock Creek and Bethany)?  This way we have a new 
middle school in the north side, since all growth is happening in the north side.

11/15/2019 Theresa Kidd moedodgekidd@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I think Stoller needs to have student feed into it geographically, meaning elementary 
schools north of hwy 26. Also, RockCreek has more economic diversity (on the north 
side of hwy 26) than the other schools that feed into Stoller. This would at least even 
out the economic diversity for Stoller.

11/15/2019 Sameer J Ruiwale sameer_ruiwale@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

The committee and school district needs to consider out of the box options for the 
boundary process. The new middle school has been built in an incorrect location and 
does nothing whatsoever to reduce overcrowding in Stoller MS which is already at 
150% of its capacity. To top that - growth continues unabated in the North Bethany 
area without a middle school planned in that area. It makes no sense to penalize 
neighborhoods in proximity to Stoller MS and move them farther away to a different 
school - and not sure that will solve the problem anyway. Options such as keeping 6th 
thru' 8th at Springville need to be on the table - so that North Bethany growth can be 
funneled there and not to Stoller.  In reality the school district needs a middle school in 
the north area -- Stoller cannot continue to be the only school around -- the sooner the 
district can start putting concrete plans towards this, the better it will be for the 
community.Thanks Sameer Ruiwale.
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11/15/2019 David Lee ralliart_kei@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

My children is currently attending Springville K-8.  We have been living here for 3 years 
living normal life until this year we heard Springville K-8 might be converting to pure 
elementary school and middle school boundary might be redrawn.  I hope BSD would 
seriously consider not to disrupt us with 2 bad news at the same time.  Many folks who 
live in my neighborhood stretched their economic burden to the limits to move here 
based on proximity of school and quality of school district.  Our growing community is 
very healthy and diverse and we contribute more property tax to fund BSD than other 
communities in exchange for quality education you promised us with the existing 
school boundary.  The move from Springville K-8 (less than 1km) to Stoller (3km) is still 
fair, but definitely unacceptable to move us to Five Oaks (&gt;10km) in any proposals.  
My children after school activity will be ruined and crossing Hwy-26 in peak traffic 
hours is unsafe if they miss the school bus.  Also no one in my neighborhood in their 
right mind would have thought a new middle school Timberland built 10km away 
would ever disrupt our school feeder pattern and daily life.  I urge you to seriously 
consider our concerns and refrain from any unfair and imprudent middle school 
adjustment.  Also to be fair to general public, you really need to invest and promise 
and ensure the Timberland NMS will be great.  I also urge BSD to seriously consider 
making and calling the NMS the Stoller Branch School and offer Summa at both 
locations and offer NMS to all current Stoller feeder schools so we are all treated 
equally without discrimination.

11/15/2019 Alden Eld eldalden@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Moving Stoller Elementary students to 5 Oaks is not logical.  All students would have to 
be bussed which would be illogical and expensive.

11/15/2019 PEI-LING HU peiling_hu@yahoo.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB

We live in North Bethany and I have a fifth grader at Sato ES. I don't see any other 
options but for the Sato kids to attend Stoller MS. We are also considering ISB. If we 
are lucky and get into ISB, WE WILL MOVE simply because the distance(close to 8 
miles) is too difficult to manage. Please consider the proximity of the schools when 
drawing the boundary.

11/15/2019 SUDDHASHIL CHATTOPADHYAYbeji123@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Most logical solution would be to move Cedar Mills/Bonny Slope/Terra Linda and 
Findley go to the new MS (Timberline).  The second MS coming up north of US-26  can 
absorb the rest of the growth in the upcoming years.

11/15/2019 Lisa Renee Bradburn lisa@gorealtorgroup.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

My preference for our Stoller Farms Subdivision of approx. 250 homes between phase 
1 &amp; 2,  is that our neighborhood stay within it's namesake middle school - Stoller 
Middle School. We are only approx. a mile from the school, and the Stoller Family still 
lives here, and they still own as a family multiple properties (4 tax lots in Stoller Farms 
subdivision specifically). It seems disjointed to move families out of the school that is so 
closely associated with the heritage of the Stoller family and this community. As a 
Realtor I am also concerned about the repercussions of negative home value impacts 
to this neighborhood if this change for our neighborhood were to occur.
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11/15/2019 April Powers POWERS.VMD@GMAIL.COM Sato Elem

First - thank you so much for all the work you are doing. It is not a job I envy! With priority to 
decreasing overcrowding at Stoller while maintaining communities, I believe that Stoller should be 
comprised of:Jacob Wismer - since Stoller is within the JW boundarySato - since at least half of 
Sato can walk to StollerSpringville - since it is a "sister school" to Sato and a large part of the 
Bethany and North Bethany communityWalkable portion of Findley that is directly south of Stoller 
With the large amount of growth in North Bethany, these schools would likely fill the 90% capacity 
suggested for Stoller while also providing growth to fill the school in the upcoming years. Also, 
since overcrowding is a main issue, the SUMMA program needs to be moved out of Stoller so that 
neighborhood kids can attend their neighborhood school. Depending on school numbers, the 
Timberland school should be comprised of:Cedar Mill - Timberland is within this boundaryBonny 
SlopeTerra LindaThe rest of Findley (if it is split)Also depending on numbers, either Oak Hills or 
West TV could be added to Timberland and Rock Creek - Bethany could be moved to Five Oaks. I 
think decreasing the amount of travel time above/below 26 should be a priority, if numbers allow, 
because of traffic flow and increased time on buses. Additionally, walkability should be a priority, 
especially for a school such as Sato. If Sato students are moved to a different middle school, they 
will have NO school (elementary, middle, or high) to which they can walk. It would also be an 
unreasonable amount of change for current 5th graders at Sato. They already had to move to a 
new elementary in 3rd grade. Moving to Stoller for 5th, then a different middle school for 6th and 
7th, and then again to a high school in 9th does not provide them any sense of stability and also 
divides their community even further. Thank you.

01/25/1978 Graham Taylor grahamjt@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS
Keep Rock Creek students going to Stoller. It's our community! Crossing the freeway 
for Five Oaks or going to the new Middle School are not community options.

11/15/2019 Sharon Didimore3@yahoo.com.tw Springville K-8

For the relief of the student number at Stoller middle school, one suggestion is that the 
elementary at the outer edge use the natural boundary to draw. For Findley, use 
Bronson Creek as the boundary, northern part feed to Stoller, southern goes to other 
MS. For Rock Creek, use West Union road as the boundary, northern part feed to 
Stoller. Both school share the portion to relief the overcrowded Stoller is more 
reasonable. Have to do as minimum change as possible, otherwise for all those years 
these residents paying high property tax for Stoller and suddenly force to change to 
another totally different rating school is just unacceptable and unfair.

11/16/2019 Priya swapriya@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear MS Boundary Team,I have gone through the maps and proposals about the 
boundary changes. As a parent my concern is kids traveling long hours to reach middle 
school will be a big impact on their curriculum. Kids cannot take after school activities 
and also too much strain for them to travel morning and evening. Stroller is the closest 
middle school for us. Five oaks is more than 5 miles. Very few Findley families are 
closer to stroller and many are closer to Timberland and Five oaks. If this change is 
really for the benefit of the students and community then springville should be 
continued with Stroller or Middle school in Springville should be continued. We totally 
disagree   With Springville moving to Five oaks and traveling long hours in school bus. It 
is very risky for kids during bad weather days etc.

11/16/2019 Dmitry MEHANIK@GMAIL.COM Rock Creek Elem

Honorable commitee members, I believe it is the standpoint of majority of rock creek 
elementary parents, that a boundary change for our school to attend five oaks MS is 
impactful both to our children and to our home values. If I wanted less of my children 
education, I would not invest in a higher value property in Bethany and will go to live in 
other neighborhoods. Now it seems like we are being punished for no reason. I would 
like the commitee to reconsider and roll back their decision on rock creek elementary 
and leave the boundaries for this school in place to attend stoller MS.Thank 
you,Dmitry
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11/16/2019 Devu Pandit dspandit@rocketmail.com Bonny Slope Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Hello there,My apologies for repeated and long comments but after studying this issue 
more closely, I realize the main issue with the boundary plan I proposed in comments 
on 10/24 and have created a presentation around as well.  Moving the Rock Creek kids 
to Meadow Park and the Findley kids that are south of Bronson Creek or Ward Creek 
and east of NW 130th to Timberland likely does not sufficiently 'deplete' Stoller.  
However, I still think moving ALL Springville kids, a majority of whom live east of PCC 
and north of Springville road to Five Oaks is NOT the answer.  Among other issues, it is 
too far for most Springville families.  I feel the proposal I made is still good but I would 
add the following:- Feed the Springville kids that are west of PCC and southwest of PCC 
to Meadow Park.  This is a small portion of the Springville population so a majority of 
the families will still remain content by staying at Stoller.- Feed the Sato kids that are 
south of Laidlaw to Meadow Park.- Feed the Jacob Wismer kids only south of Laidlaw 
or south of Kaiser to Meadow Park.It is unfortunate that Springville, Sato, and Jacob 
Wismer have to be split up like this.  But this is a much better option than taking kids 
who live east of Springville all the way to Five Oaks.In Summary:Old Stoller:  Findley, 
Jacob Wismer, Rock Creek, Sato, and SpringvilleNew Stoller:  Approximately 1/3 of 
Findley, most of Jacob Wismer, most of Sato, and SpringvilleOld Meadow Park:  Barnes, 
portion of William Walker, Oak Hills, BethanyNew Meadow Park:  portion of Barnes, 
Oak Hills, Bethany, Rock Creek, portion of Springville, portion of Sato, portion of Jacob 
WismerAll other changes mentioned in my 10/24 comments and the presentation I 
have referred to apply.  Thanks!

11/16/2019 Ehud Ben-Ari ehud.ben-ari@intel.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

We are shocked by efforts to push Rock Creek children out of our neighborhood school, 
Stoller, to bus our children out to a school over 3 miles away that we have no 
connection to and do not want our children to attend!  Our children want to attend 
the school our community has a past, present, and should have a future with, their 
neighborhood school, Stoller!

11/16/2019 Urmila Urmidinu@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Findley should feed into Stoller due to the proximity.

11/16/2019 Khayer bappit095@yahoo.com Findley Elem

My elder son goes to Findley Elementary, and our closest MS is stoller. Our 
recommendation is to keep stoller as the MS for our Findley community for the 
convenience of the kids commute, etc. It should be a general rule to have communities 
t attached to schools in terms of how close it is to the school.

11/16/2019 Dinesh Nasarpuri dnasarpuri@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We are in Findley Heights stay north of Stoller and less than a mile from Stoller. When 
the new boundaries are made, it should be based on closest proximity. This save Kid's 
daily commute and help focus their energies on academics and other activities. The 
Findley ES. area is also stable School with not lot of growth. If the goal is to reduce 
overcrowding in future years, we should retain Findley School in Stoller. Findley E.S. is 
1.2 miles from Stoller and there are Findley kids within 5 mins walking distance from 
Stoller.

11/16/2019 Alekya pedapudi Apedapudi@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Findley is closer to Stroller compared to Springville.Since the school recommendations 
are based on distance .I strongly urge BSD committee to keep Findley in Stroller

11/16/2019 Curie Kalagara q4curie@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

The tool does NOT have the option of selecting the option to continue with Stoller. 
Stoller is 1 mile from our community and moving the kids to a different school that is 
further away is not in the best interest and creates uncertainity if distance is NOT 
considered as a primary factor in the analysis. Considering just qualitative 
inputs/opinions is like a wish list consideration of the individuals that are NOT happy 
with their current school and trying to get into Stoller.There should be more 
quantitative evidence based decision in boundary adjustment with distance to school 
given key consideration.
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11/16/2019 Kaustubh S. Gadre ksgadre@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hello, Thank you for considering needs for students to be appropriately assigned to 
schools from elementary to Middle. I understand its very passionate, contentious and 
heated subject for lot of localities who made their decisions to invest in particular area 
knowing existing school boundaries.  I would like to know last 5 yrs of in flow into 
particular middle school from different seed schools and projections for next 5 years. 
That would make my understanding of proposed changes to existing boundary well 
balanced and appropriate. As a parent whose one kid is in middle school and one in 
elementary, i would like to have opportunity given to family to choose same middle 
school as siblings attending if family choose to do so. Regards,Kaustubh

11/16/2019 Sudha Venkat Sunivi@gmail.com

Please look at this 
https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/enrollmentforecasts/134/Maximum growth in Sato 
and Springville schools from 2014-2018. If Stoller wants to control overcrowding they 
should not include areas that are growing rapidly.

11/16/2019 Sohana khayer Sohanab20@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We live 0.8 miles from Stroller middle school. My son is now fifth grade. We always 
talk about stroller middle school. Heard that some people are talking about bringing 
new communities to stroller middle school and get findley kids out from stroller middle 
school. To me it[?]s super wired!!! Why bring new communities?????? And replace 
existing communities?????We don't want to rearrange middle school boundary.

11/16/2019 Yun Liyun@gmail.com
Maybe BSD needs to have students attend Stoller according to the distance they 
reside like within 2 mile radius. And be fair to all.

11/16/2019 Girish Giyah@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
Findley is established school for Stoller, why should we have to change if new 
developments are coming in please have them go to new school.

11/16/2019 Bharti Bharathi.sabapathy@gmail.co Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Requesting The boundary changes proposed for stoller middle school to include Findley 
elementary school as well since this is closest to findley school than other proposed 
middle school

11/17/2019 Chung-Han Lin chunghan.lin@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

It is not fair to move Rock Creek student to attend to Five oak.  Most of the proposal 
on the table is to re-direct five different schools of student to accommodate the 
change/growing of the new area. This is unreasonable. My recommendation is to 
move students from the new growing area to new school. While at the same time 
either build a new middle school or remodel a K-5 school to K-8.  The change of the 
student attendance boundaries only can contain the issue for a period of time. This 
issue will come back again when more new developments happen in the north 
bethany area.  The new development will need new schools for the future.

11/17/2019 Tracy Shaw seneca932@gmail.com Westview ISB

Dear Committee Members, thank you for taking on this difficult challenge.  I would like to echo what many other parents have said 
in regards to urging you to consider the distance from the actual neighborhoods to the proposed schools. Our traffic in the 
Bethany area has become extremely congested over the past couple of years and this congestion adds quite a bit of time to our 
commutes to and from our schools. Please consider this fact the MOST, because adding more commute time to busing our 
students even further away from their neighborhoods puts student safety and mobility at risk.We live in the Stoller Farms 
subdivision, which is NORTH of West Union – only 1.7 miles from Stoller M.S. As it stands now, students in our neighborhood do 
not arrive home by bus until approximately 4:15 pm. If we were being bused from Five Oaks M.S., students would not be arriving to 
our neighborhood until MUCH later due to the heavy traffic at that time and distance traveled from Five Oaks, and would likely add 
significant costs to bus transportation.  Additionally, having students arrive home so late would make after-school activities most 
difficult.It doesn[?]t make sense to move Rock Creek Elementary students to Five Oaks, when you consider the locations of the 
neighborhoods that actually feed into Rock Creek E.S.  Please consider the enrollment numbers that feed into Rock Creek E.S. who 
reside in neighborhoods that are located NORTH of West Union and not south of West Union.  On the map, our neighborhoods 
may look insignificant, but I assure you, Rock Creek E.S. has large enrollment numbers of students who live NORTH of West Union. 
The neighborhoods that feed into Bethany E.S. and Oak Hills E.S. are actually closer in proximity to Five Oaks M.S., than the 
neighborhoods that feed into Rock Creek E.S.  It further doesn't make sense to move students who reside in the Springville 
neighborhoods to Five Oaks, since they are even further NORTH of West Union. Plus, I have empathy for Springville, since they are 
losing their 6-8 middle school option.I also want to echo what other parents have stated with regard to keeping schools in tact for 
feeders, rather than splitting schools into feeders, if at all possible.  Since, part of the problem that you are trying to fix is the 
overcrowding issues at Stoller M.S., why not consider moving the southeastern most elementary school that feeds into Stoller, 
which is Findley E.S. to Timberland MS? If the enrollment figures are correct that are on the bottom of each school's homepage, 
Findley's enrollment numbers are at 701.Removing that high number of students out of Stoller M.S. would certainly help alleviate 
the overcrowding issues at Stoller. Findley feeds into Sunset H.S. anyways, and this would help maintain Stoller feeding into 
Westview, rather than having it split into Westview and Sunset. It is unfortunate, that the beautiful new middle school - Timberland - 
is located so far south of our overcrowded Bethany area. It would have made more sense to build a middle school on the north side 
to alleviate our overcrowding issues.Lastly, please also consider IB learner profile schools when considering feeding. I realize that 
both PYP and MYP were cut this year due to budget constraints, but hopefully that is a temporary situation. I would hope that when 
considering middle schools that are of approximately equal distance from neighborhoods, you could also consider having PYP 
elementary schools feeding into MYP middle schools to keep consistency. Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
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11/17/2019 Bob K Bhavik.kanabar@gmail.com Findley Elem

FINDLEY ELEMENTARY STUDENTS SHOULD FEED INTO STOLLER MIDDLE SCHOOL: 
Findley and Stoller are walking distance from each other, so no matter what boundary 
conditions the Beaverton School district considers, FINDLEY ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
SHOULD FEED INTO STOLLER MIDDLE SCHOOL.The overcrowded situation in Stoller 
has happened due to additional students coming from Springville and Sato due to the 
new construction/development and thus Springville and Sato should feed into Five 
Oaks middle school and that should take care of the overcrowding.

11/17/2019 Deepak Selvanathan dselvanathan@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Stoller MS is about 1.2miles away from Findley ES and a recent THPRD extension of 
the trail from Saltzman to Laidlaw provides safe pedestrian/bicycle access to Stoller 
MS for all kids living in and around Findley ES. Also the growth of Findley ES is limited to 
about 600 kids as there is no further housing development around the area. Thereby 
the influx of Findley ES students into Stoller MS is approximately a fixed number. On 
the contrary, Springville ES is in a growth zone with further expansion planned and the 
present overcrowding of Stoller MS is primary due to the influx of students from the 
Springville neighbourhood. The Findley and Jacob-Wismer are the closest 
neighbourhood ES around Stoller MS and they are the ones that should be feeding in 
students into Stoller MS. Proximity of Stoller to the Findley neighbourhood and a 
history of Findley ES students attending the Stoller MS is a strong reason to NOT 
remove Findley ES from the current school boundary. Our eldest son went to Stoller 
MS and it is not correct to ask my younger one to move to a different MS. We had 
infact moved into the Findley neighbourhood so that my elder son could attend the 
Stoller MS. Springville Option school was a K-8 school and now it is being changed to an 
K-5 ES. This is a poor planning on the BSD administration to not have the foresight to 
build a new MS for the Springville neighbourhood. To remove Findley ES from this 
school boundary is ridiculous as we are not the cause for the current overcrowding  
issue at Stoller and it is grossly injust for our kids to be asked to move out of Stoller MS 
to enable Springville K-8 school kids to attend Stoller MS.

11/17/2019 Pavounambigai Kanagavally pavouna@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

My son is looking forward to go to Stoller MS like his elder brother and it is not correct 
to ask him to move to a different MS on account of Springville K-8 school being 
converted into a ES. Stoller MS is our neighbourhood MS and there is a safe pedestrian 
and bicycle access for all kids in the Findley neighbourhood with the construction of the 
THPRD trail behind the Evergreen Fire Station. Our neighbourhood kids are all 
planning to bike to Stoller MS and to ask them to be bused to a different MS is not 
right. There is a limited number of new construction of houses around the Findley 
neighbourhood to cause any increase in the influx of students from Findley ES to Stoller 
MS unlike the Springville neighbourhood which is a growth zone for the city.  Proximity 
of Stoller MS to the Findley neighbourhood should be the main reason why Findley ES 
should continue to be the feeder school for Stoller MS.

11/17/2019 Pavan Akkisetty avspavan@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Request to have findley continue to feed into stoller. Reasons:1. Distance - stoller is 
the closest middle school for my kids. Planning for after school activities gets difficult, if 
middle school is changed from stoller 2. Findley school zone is stable and not growing, 
if middle school boundary change for stoller is to reduce its enrollment, it is sensible to 
remove either fully or partially the elementary schools that are growing - findley is not 
such a school. As BSD wants a long term solution, Stoller should be planned to not have 
more than 1 growing feeder elementary.

11/17/2019 Akm Ahsan Arifahsan74@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset We think and suggest Finley ES feeds into Stoller MSThank you

11/17/2019 S M Sarif Masud smasudbd@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley Elementary should continue feeding students to Stoller Middle as it is in 
proximity, ~1.25 miles away. Parents can easily commute to school and kids can also 
walk home in some parts using sidewalk.
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11/17/2019 Deepak Khunteta deepak_khunteta@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

BSD should take long term view of solving the problem. If BSD is trying to solve the 
problem of Stoller getting over crowded that will not be solved by moving Findley out 
of Stoller and adding new communities like Springville feed to Stoller. Springville area 
is seeing lot of constructions and will continue to have more students and will result 
into same problem in couple of years. I believe Stoller can take feed from Findley, 
Jacob Wismer and Sato. Since there is not a lot of constructions happening in this 
Findley neighborhood it will make sure Stoller does not see over crowding problem in 
coming years

11/17/2019 Hari prasad Hari.prasad@nike.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB
Students go to the closest middle school by walk/bike and stoller is the closest less than 
2 miles  from Sato .pls consider Sato with stoller .

11/17/2019 Rekha Rekhunai@infotech.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley should stay with Stoller. If we are looking at growth throughout the region 
Findley area does not have that much growth in coming years as compared to Sato 
and Springville. If BSD really wants to plan for the present as well as the future , the 
areas that are developing can't afford to feed into Stoller. They need to be removed to 
not have overcrowding at Stoller.

11/17/2019 Vindhya Jain Vinds6734@gmail.com

All this problem is caused as Springville k-8 is going to stop having 6-8 grades 
eventually. I propose since this problem is coz of Springville .. they all should feed to 
the new school and since they have so many new developments it makes sense that 
they all feed to the new school then there should be no problem of overcrowding and 
no other school boundaries will be disrupted .

11/17/2019 Ravi Bella ravi.bella@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Many families moved to Findley Neighborhood because of the schools. It's not fair to 
bus Findley kids to far away school from the one that's closer to their houses. Please 
reconsider the decision and keep Findley Kids at Stroller Middle School. Thanks!

11/17/2019 Ravi Bella ravi.bella@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Many families moved to Findley Neighborhood because of the schools. It's not fair to 
bus Findley kids to far away school from the one that's closer to their houses. Please 
reconsider the decision and keep Findley Kids at Stroller Middle School. Thanks!

11/17/2019 Leela Leelu_123@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I strongly suggest that findley elementary should feed into Stoller because of Proximity 
to Stoller(1.2 miles) and not much new developments compared to springville. 
Springville &amp; Sato are expected to grow larger in size due to many new 
constructions around that area which would again make Stoller overcrowded. Lee

11/17/2019 Kiran Patil Kiran.a.patil@gmail.com Findley Elem

Please decide school boundaries based on close proximity of the school to minimize 
cost if transportation and to avoid traffic problem. Likewise also not allow newer 
development as part of current school boundaries. This is the rule followed by Findley 
where if house was built beyond certain years, they won't allow even if other homes in 
same community are part of Findley.One more option is instead of changing existing 
school such as Findley, Jacob wismer: do not allow newer school (sato elementary, 
Springville) to be part of stroller middle school.Also please do not remove summa 
program from stroller middle school.

11/17/2019 Karunakara Kotary karukotary@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please continue to keep Sato elementary with Stoller middle school. Reasons are it's 
1.2 miles from home i.e. less travel for kids, it's ideal for my daughter as her brother 
&amp; many other friends studying there will mentor her.

11/17/2019 Song sun Songsun17@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Hello we think Springville needs to have its MS

11/17/2019 Sachin Sachinvaya@yahoo.co.in Findley Elem Stoller MS Westview

Findley school is 1 mile away from Stoller, have a decreasing enrollment going through 
2028. Sato and Springville are both farther and are growing schools. If we are trying to 
solve the overcrowding issue at Stoller, we should either build a new middle school or 
have springville feed to Five Oaks.

11/17/2019 Ana Koveich Kimju25@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Findley should continue to go with Stoller.
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11/17/2019 Manny Hunaman78@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Why should all the schools suffer and kids  have to be tortured and put through all this 
shuffling and reassigning boundaries if Springville is going so rapidly and so many 
developments are popping up. Why don't all of them get moved to the new middle 
school. When we bought our homes and compared Findley and Springville we were 
told by all realtors that the prices are high around Findley due to the schools , if Findley 
moved out of the current school selections my home values are going to drop 
significantly. I can't afford for that to happen and will be under water situation , BSD 
has to think about all this before they make the decision to impact not only the kids life 
but also other people's life .

11/17/2019 Rupali Guddirup@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ACMA

Findley elementary is one of the oldest school that feeds to Stoller MS. Please be 
considerate in moving us (Findley community) out of Stoller boundary. The reason we 
have been living in this neighborhood is that my 3 kids can go to Stoller for middle 
school.

11/17/2019 Srikanth kamisetti Kamisettis@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview ACMA Schools

11/17/2019 Sridhar Krishnamurthy sridhark72@yahoo.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB Would request to keep Sato elementary school within Stoller MS.RegardsSridhar

11/01/2019 Arijit Banerjee arijit.banerjee@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS
Please keep SATO ES in Stroller MS. Only reason we bought our house in the Sato's 
range so our child can go to Stroller MS.

11/17/2019 Anwesha Basu anweshab2002@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We would like to feed our kids into Stoller MS from Findley Elem because of its good 
reputation. We bought our house keeping the school district in mind and this change 
of school boundary would affect the academic plan for our kids as well house pricing. 
Regards,Anwesha

11/17/2019 Giribabu Ponnaganti giri.ponnaganti@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

In my opinion students must enjoy going to school. Students should go to a nearby 
middle school which saves children's precious time and also avoids growing traffic for 
longer periods of time. I have 2 kids, 3rd grader and kindergartner goes to Sato ES 
now.Stoller middle school is closest MS from our bethany creek falls neighborhood and 
also for most of the Sato ES boundary.THPRD is also planning to build trail in our 
neighborhood which directly connects to Stoller MS. Which makes Stoller MS is only 
1.2 miles from our neighborhood. So kids can enjoy safer bike rides to school even 
without going on roads. http://www.thprd.org/parks-in-progress/bethany-creek-
trail/For these reasons I suggest Sato ES should feed to Stoller MS. I also suggest to 
keep ES together to feed one MS.

11/17/2019 MUTHU KUMAR km7kumar@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset We like to remain the same school boundary .

11/17/2019 Tony Bennett haikkyo@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
It's illogical and uneconomical with safety concerns to have Springville area residents 
to be bussed across hwy26 to five oaks middle school 20+ minutes away.

11/17/2019 Somnath Paul appusom@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Changing the middle school for Findley will lead to unwanted changes to house prices 
in Findley area and jeopardise the academic plan for the students who moved into this 
area.  Families moved into this area not only for Findley but also for Stoller.  Springville  
is a growing neighborhood and would benefit from a dedicated primary and secondary 
school. New residents in Springville mostly have their kids going to K8. A new 
secondary school in that area will create a well suited pipeline with K8. By  planning a 
new secondary for Springville, both Findley and Springville students would also be 
relieved from commute troubles. Aside from Springville, the rest of Stoller's crowd is 
not increasing. It is therefore my request not to disturb the present arrangement 
between Findley and Stoller.

11/17/2019 Karthik Subramanian Kar.subram@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset I strongly support Findley Elementary school feeding into Stoller Middle School.Thanks!
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11/17/2019 Sandeep Patil patil.sandeep7@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Any school map redrawing is a process that needs a holistic evaluation and historic 
area development and preference along with fairness to the process. Considering that 
Findley school was the first elementary school and Jacob Wismer followed by other 
schools were started after to support growing population, it is imperative to atleast 
keep Findley elementary associated with Stoller area based on proximity and history of 
school development.

11/17/2019 Michael Jugo mjjugo@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We literally live right across the street from Stoller MS within the Findley ES 
attendance area and find it utterly illogical that there might be the possibility that our 
children would be prohibited from attending Stoller given our proximity. I think it is 
shortsighted to extract neighborhood attendance areas (in this case Findley from 
Stoller) that literally border on the school in question. Such actions further hasten the 
demise of the sense of cohesion that is so essential to creating a sense of community in 
a neighborhood school. I strongly suggest that Findley ES, given its immediate 
contiguous relationship to Stoller MS, remain firmly within the Stoller MS attendance 
area.

11/17/2019 Erick Madrigal erickmadrigal@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Stoller is the closest middle school to Findley. And Findley is closer to Stoller vs. 
Springville, Sato and Rock Creek, which should be moved to other MS where the 
capacity is. Findley should stay together and feed Stoller. There is no reason to split 
the school zone and sending half the kids away from their friends to a MS that is 
located &#43;4 miles away, particularly for our family that lives less than 1 mile away 
from Stoller (2 minutes drive). Additionally, the projected student numbers from 
Findley are even and stable due to limited housing development in our zone.The prices 
in our houses will be significantly affected. We bought a house in this area, and paid a 
higher price, because of the school combination which included Stoller. Please consider 
these points as the decision is made. Impact on our local neighborhood and 
community will be material.

11/17/2019 Grettel Mora-Herra gmherra@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

I believe Findley Elementary School should continue to feed into Stoller, it is  by far the 
closest middle school to all neighborhoods that feed into Findley. It does not make 
sense to split the Findley population either, besides the increment in the population 
from Findley should be minimal since it is a quite small zone which is pretty much all 
developed already.  Additionally, this will have an impact in the real state market for 
our properties, since we paid a higher price due to the combination of schools assigned 
which included Stoller. Because of the proximity of all neighborhoods feeding Findley, 
this school should not have been even considered for the new boundaries definition.  I 
hope our feedback will be taken into account.  Thanks

11/17/2019 Kshipra Bopardikar kshipraj@msn.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We live so close to Stoller that we do not even have  school bus route. My son is at 
Findley and yet we have to justify why Stoller should be our middle school. I  would like 
Stoller to be our middle school.

11/17/2019 Yadi Zheng yadizheng@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

I definitely disagree to move to Five Oaks middle school. I live closer to Stoller, why 
should my kid go to a far middle school with worse reputation? That's ridiculous! What 
we need is to build a new middle school in NW area.
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11/17/2019 Rajneesh Chowdhury rajneeshc@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello, being the parent of a 5th grader who is attending Stoller next year, I would like 
to weigh in on the proposed MS boundary discussion. Middle school boundary should 
be based on closest distance from child's current elementary school to prevent 
hardship of long commute for the kids. Given this, Findley ES should continue to feed to 
Stoller. I see from public commenting that some folks are proposing moving Findley 
out of Stoller to the new MS in order to accommodate new construction in North 
Bethany. This is ridiculous IMO. Stoller is much closer (~1.2 miles) to Findley 
neighborhood than the north Bethany neighborhood ( > 2 miles).  Findley ES and 
neighborhood has been feeding into the Stoller MS for several years and there isn't a 
lot of new construction happening in the Findley ES neighborhood. Proposing to move 
an older neighborhood out of the Stoller boundary to make room for newer 
construction in a neighborhood farther away is absurd.  Besides, Findley ES 
neighborhood will have limited growth in housing unlike North Bethany in future and 
hence moving Findley out of Stoller is not a long term solution to the overcrowding in 
Stoller. Please keep Findley ES in the Stoller MS boundary and may I propose to 
convert Springville back to K-8.

11/17/2019 Aditya Kapoor kapooraditya@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I want to suggest that we keep Findley students attend the Stoller middle school. For 
Nirth bethany there should be a newer middle school or Springville k-8 can be 
reinstated.

11/17/2019 Vikram Vemulapalli vikramv@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello   We strongly urge not make any change to Findley Elementary school feeding 
into Stoller Middle school.Findley kids going to Stoller are within about  0 -1.2miles of 
the middle school and this should be absolutely considered in any boundary 
adjustment. Several kids walk to Stoller school. Findley has been a feeder school to 
Stoller for a long time as the local neighborhood elementary school. As new growth 
and urban growth boundary adjustments are done, we should please keep in mind that 
proximity is  given utmost importance which has been one of the basic principles for 
BSD for a long time. Solutions for new developments should be found without 
disturbing the local families who are in such close proximity to Stoller Middle school.

11/17/2019 Elizabeth Johnson Elizkeenan@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Our students are in dire need of a middle school North of hwy 26. Stoller is so crowded 
and the growth in Bethany Alone is going to intensify this situation. instead of building 
a new school would the district consider using a structure like Sunset Presbyterian 
Church on Cornell blvd for a middle school? The church is quiet M-F- there is a gym and 
a cafeteria and classrooms already! The church could be in session on Sunday- and our 
middle schoolers would get a place to call home!  The parking lot is huge enough to 
put portlables if need be-This is an urgent situation. the district does not have the time 
to wait to build a whole new building. We must think out of the box- I Our kids are 
worth it.

11/17/2019 Ramachandra Munagala chandra.munagala@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8 Please keep SATO ES in Stroller MS.

11/18/2019 Ram Gran Rgran2020@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB
Please do not move Findley students from stoller to other school or else it is going to 
be a MAJOR mistake in districts history!!Thanks

11/18/2019 Alireza Nasiri dr.nasiri@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
My first child went to Stoller MS. Her sister heard so much about it and wishes to go 
there too.

11/18/2019 Mary Taylor mtaylor26440@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please keep Findley with Stoller Middle School. It doesn't make sense to bus them 
further. Thank you!
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11/18/2019 Melissa Tom melissatom45@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I would ask that BSD take into consideration the sense of community that currently 
exists at Stoller as students either live in the immediate vicinity of the school and can 
walk together to school or have existing friendships through Findley. Middle school 
years are challenging emotionally and students will benefit from stable friendships 
from elementary to middle school. To minimize transport time, busing expenditures 
and automobile pollution, any students in walking distance to Stoller should attend 
Stoller. With the Stoller already the most crowded middle school in BSD, redirecting 
more students to Stoller is unsafe and deteriorates teacher effectiveness and student 
learning.

11/18/2019 Rachel True forevermrstrue@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We recently moved into the North Bethany area and were drawn by the schools. My 
children attend Springville and I would like them to continue into Stoller. Stoller is 
closer to our house, making it easier for the kids to get to school. It's also closer to 
after school activities that they attend in this area. Providing buses from this area to 
Five Oaks or other middle schools would be impractical. Please keep Springville zoned 
to Stoller.

11/18/2019 AL ameya.limaye@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I base my comments on the Beaverton school district enrollment forecasts listed 
here:https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1129&context=e
nrollmentforecastsPer the above study (see page# 37, and #38), Springville and Sato 
are fastest growing school districts within Stoller boundaries. If we want to reduce 
overcrowding at Stoller (which is the objective of this boundary change exercise) then 
we should not have the top two fastest growing elementary schools feeding to it. 
Hence my suggestion would be to move Springville to Five Oaks. Findley should be kept 
within Stoller boundaries for the following reasons:1. Findley is located extremely close 
to Stoller. Findley school district is literally across the street from Stoller.2. Population 
at Findley is stable. It is not growing rapidly like Springville or Sato. 3. Findley is a 
legacy school that has been feeding to Stoller for a long time.

11/18/2019 Padmanabhan P padmasap@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD Boundary Adjustment Committee,We currently reside in Bauer Highlands 
neighborhood in NW Saltzmann Road and my children attend Findley ES. Our 
neighborhood homes was constructed in year 2001 and the children from our 
community always attend Stoller MS after they finish elementary education. Our 
homes are 1 to 1.2 miles away from Stoller MS. We came to know that Springville K8 
school is being transitioned to K5 school and BSD is planning to make middle school 
boundary adjustments to accommodate growing North Bethany residents.I sincerely 
request the Boundary Adjustment committee members to factor in the proximity to 
school and history of Findley's school kids attending Stoller MS when making middle 
school boundary adjustments.I personally feel making us move to a middle school 
which is 2 or more miles away is not fair when there is a school close to our 
neighborhood.Thanks & Regards,Padmanabhan.P

11/18/2019 Lunyu Ma malunyu@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

I recently learned that BSD is planning to redraw Stoller MS boundary.  We have been 
living in this area for decades.  My older kid went to Findley ES and Stoller MS.  Now 
the younger one is a 4th grader at Findley.  Our house is less than 0.5 mile from Stoller.  
He can easily walk to the school within 10 min.  He will be extremely sad if he is forced 
to go to Timberland School.  It will add more inconvenience to Findley dragon families 
and traffic to our communities.  In addition, this proposal doesn't make sense and is 
not fair for Findley families and kids.

11/18/2019 Qi Zhu angela.q.zhu@gmail.com Findley Elem

my house is next to stoller ( Oak ridge community). walking distance to stoller is less 
than 5 min. it will be very very unreasonable to move our kid to some far away new 
middle school.  we purchased the current home 1 year ago,just because that we want 
to live close to Stoller middle school. We are working parents, living close to school will 
help to arrange many after school events when school buses are not available. and 
save kids many precious sleep hours.Thank you so much for your consideration!
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11/18/2019 Andrew Chen andrew.chen@gmail.com

Hi AllI got a chance to review the current Middle school boundaries and feeder patterns. The long 
pole in the tent is the sheer number of kids in North Bethany development that will be feeding 
into Stoller eventually. Currently there are 2 elementary schools in that area: Springville and Sato 
which both will go to Stoller. Stoller in addition takes Jacob Wismer, Findley, and Rock Creek. 
Removing Findley/Rock Creek or Jacob Wismer will NOT solve the stoller overcrowding issue 
because the long pole/Choking point is coming from North Bethany. There is need for long term 
and short term solution to service the growth in north bethany. Long Term: A new Middle school is 
required (MUST) for north bethany to service Springville and Sato with sense of urgency. Short 
Term: Find a way to service the schools in the next 2-3 years. Possible proposals:   1. Convert Sato 
to middle school (and make it home school to north bethany) OR make Springville back to K-8 and 
make it home school. I am curious to know why North Bethany residents did not utilize Springville 
middle school when it was available. They are now arguing that Five Oaks is father and hence 
need Stoller. Why wasn't springville utilized when it was even closer than Stoller????  2. Go to 
Five Oaks per current maps...anyway a bus is needed to transport the kids to Stoller today. AND 
they did not go to Springville when it was available. So the argument about Proximity doesn't 
apply to the neighborhood. If required lets look at adding SUMMA to Five Oaks. Another MAJOR 
CONCERN with boundary changes and I would like it documented is to make sure diversity is 
maintained in the schools. North Bethany has added over 4000 homes of which over 90% is Indian 
population. While this is great...maintaining racial diversity in any given schools is critical.  I urge 
BSD to look at student body composition and maintain balance while creating new boundaries. Yet 
another reason to split Stoller away from North Bethany or portion of it.

11/18/2019 Anil Kumar anilkumar333@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

My daughter attended Findley Elementary and currently going to Stoller MS. We 
would like to the school to be closer to the home as the number of one criteria and 
offering Summa Program.The advisory committee should consider the distance for kids 
to travel as an metric across the whole district and then make a decision to try to 
accommodate the maximum number of kids.The North Bethany is growing and the 
new area need to have its own Middle school instead of moving kids around.

11/18/2019 Xia Su jsuxia@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8 I don't want my kids going to the Five Oaks Middle School.

11/18/2019 Kanda Palanisamy Kandakp@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Stoller middle school is located right in between the boundaries of Jacob Wismer and 
Findley. Keep those two schools feeding into Stoller and add adjacent schools based on 
the Capacity, number of students and future population growth. Considering the 
growth happening in north Bethany a new middle school is required to accommodate 
the kids from that area to reduce commute time.

11/18/2019 Karen Locke Windrockk@frontier.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Five Oaks needs to change!   Split those schools up to alleviate the current 
environment in the school.   Move Bethany in to increase economic diversity and 
increase test scores.    Rock creek boundary goes farther north than Bethany and 
Bethany is closer to Five Oaks.    Have Stoller only feed Westview so Finley and 1/2 of 
Jacob Wismer go to timberland.   Rock creek provides economic diversity to 
Stoller.How do attach files to this ?

11/18/2019 Riddhima Pareek riddhimapareek@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Looking at the situation both logically and practically it only makes sense if a nearby ES 
school feeds MS close to it. There are suggestions coming in that Springville ES goes to 
Five Oaks and it seems absurd. A quick calculation of distance travelled by Findley 
students to Stoller(school to school) is about 1.2 miles v/s Springville students who 
have to travel about 4.5 miles to Five Oaks...if Findley goes to Timberland it's about 
2.6 miles and Springville goes to Stoller it's 2.2 miles...so if you have to take the 
proximity and distance it's only fair that Springville goes to Stoller.

11/18/2019 Erik Johansen erikmjohansen@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I heard from someone that it was being considered to have Findley ES kids go to 
Timberland MS.  We live in Oakridge Estates neighborhood and it is already kind of silly 
that our kids have to be bussed to Findley instead of a short walk to Jacob Wismer.  But 
at least Findley is still fairly close.  Having to take a bus all the way down to the new 
middle school instead of just walking across the street does not make any logical sense 
to me.  Our neighborhood is right next to Stoller.  Whatever you decide, please ensure 
that Oakridge remains at Stoller.  If this would mean we have to switch from Findley to 
Jacob Wismer, I'm perfectly fine with that.  Thanks.
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11/18/2019 Alivia Sil alivia2001@gmail.com Findley Elem

As per the current status, Stroller is getting overcrowded and to reduce that we as a 
community should work along with BSD to come up with a plan that will be for the 
best interest of the kids. Here are some of the few points1) North Bethany/Springville 
is a new growing community. The way the population is growing, a middle school in 
the North Bethany area which will mainly enroll kids from Sato and Springville would 
be at the best interest of kids. The commute time would be less and neighborhood kids 
would be able to bike/walk to school.2) Stroller is already overcrowded and hence 
allowing a growing demography to join stroller will not solve any problem. 3) There 
are many kids in Findley who will not need bus to attend to Stroller, they can 
walk/bike. Hence it does not make sense for them to take a bus to a different school 
when they have a neighborhood middle school where they can walk/bike. Therefore 
for the best interest of the community and kids a middle school in the North Bethany 
area is the need.

11/18/2019 Erik Johansen erikmjohansen@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

"Please note that all comments will be published on our website." I looked for these, 
as I would like to see other people's comments, but have been unable to find them.  Is 
this just there to encourage people to filter themselves, or where do these exist?  
Maybe there should be a link on this submission page for how to go to these published 
comments?  Thanks.

11/18/2019 Priyanka Katta kattapriyanka245@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

On my opinion, Findley elementary students should go to stroller middle school due to 
below reasons:.Findley community is closest to stroller.Most of Findley community 
Students can walk/bike to school..No space for more new construction near Findley 
community..Springville and Sato elementary students can increase as years pass due 
to more land and room for new construction and we end revising middle 
school..Springville students had to take bus even for Stroller.. More Land available 
near Springville/Stroller for new middle school.

11/18/2019 Harish Venkataramani harish.venkataramani@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We are moving from findley neighborhood to Springville next year. Having 10 yo kids 
travel 5 miles each way is not a workable/safe choice.  They will have to spend 
upwards of an hour every day in a school bus, when there is one they can bike to in 
under 15 minutes!! Springville elementary kids need to feed into Stoller.

11/18/2019 ravi naray041@umn.edu Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

There are new developments coming up in north Bethany & Saltzman-Laidlaw 
neighborhoods. To avoid going through this boundary adjustment exercise again in 
couple of years, any boundary adjustment to Stoller and other middle schools should 
not include more than one such new development. Also, please don't have split 
elementary feeder pattern as these are formative years for the kids and we don't 
want our kids to have additional stress of finding social stability in middle school. To 
reduce overcrowding (both present and future) at Stoller MS, we should have only one 
ES in Stoller with new development and other remaining ESs in established 
neighborhoods. This can be followed for all middle school boundary. I would like to 
propose following boundary adjustment: 1.Stoller: Oak Hills, Jacob Wismer & Sato 
(new development in north Bethany and adding of Oak Hills will improve diversity in 
Stoller).2.New middle school: Cedar mill, Terra Linda, Bonny Slope &amp; Findley (new 
development in Saltzman-Laidlaw area)3.Five Oaks: Mckinney (minor adjustment to 
Mckinney boundary to include five Oaks MS), Bethany, Rock Creek & Springville (new 
development in north Bethany).4.Meadow Park: Elmonica (minor adjustment to ES 
boundary), Beaver acres, Barnes &amp; Aloha-Huber.5.Cedar Park: West TV, 
Ridgewood, William Walker & Raleigh Park. 6.Mountain View: Hazeldale, Errol Hassell 
&amp; Kinnaman7.Highland Park: Fir Grove, Cooper Mountain, Sexton Mountain & 
Chehalam8.Conestoga: Nancy Ryles, Scholls Heights, Hiteon &amp; 
Greenway9.Whitford: Raleigh Hills, Vose, Montclair & Mckay
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11/18/2019 Brian Wilber wilberbrian.bw@gmail.com Conestoga MS Southridge

I am currently closing on a house across from Mt. Side High School.  I will be moving 
my daughter from Southridge to Mt. Side, likely at the semester change.  I want to 
ensure that the community we are moving to WILL continue to be serviced by 
Conestoga Middle.  I reviewed all uploaded maps at this time and because no maps 
change that directly I will likely not be attending the mapping session at Conestoga.  
Since a large portion of Conestoga enrolled students will attend Mt. Side I do not 
foresee any changes occurring that I would view as negative for my students.  If any 
arise I will attend future planning sessions and board meetings.  Great work so far!  All 
ideas put forth look consistent and reasonable.

11/18/2019 Laura Harding jordanconnorsmom@gmail.com Hiteon Elem Conestoga MS Southridge

My hope is that all of  Hiteon will all remain at one middle school, it looks like in at 
least one proposal, Hiteon would split between Highland and Conestoga.  Hiteon is 
such a strong community that I think it would best serve the students to all feed into 
the same middle school. They all will attend Southridge, so it makes sense for them all 
to go to Conestoga. Thank you!Laura Harding

11/18/2019 Ravi R Hoskote hkravi4u@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I just heard about the Boundary change. I dont understand the rational behind moving 
Findley kids out of Stoller MS. If Springville K-8 if cant handle MS crowd, BSD should be 
looking at building a new MS in that area given the amount of development that is 
happening in that area. This will not only save commute time for kids it also makes 
sure the tax money is used for right purposes and not for transportation. We are like 
1.2 miles from Stoller and the proposed new school is like more than 2.5 miles. For 
Springville too, Stoller MS is like 2.4 miles. Given this, Why is there no proposal to build 
a new MS in the Springville area.

11/18/2019 Raj Grandhi Prince.grandhi@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Our neighborhood is always assigned to Stoller and is in close proximity to StollerWe 
have many students graduated from Stoller and the Neighborhood has many people 
move in to neighborhood for studying at Stoller (like us)We would like to be continued 
our assignment with Stoller ThanksRaj

11/18/2019 Rajesh Thakur rktthakur@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

I am surprised by the proposed middle school boundary adjustment for Rock Creek 
Neighborhood family to move to five oaks for middle school instead of stroller.  Please 
consider changing our kid's middle school back to stroller especially when,1. We are 
closer to  stroller middle school location wise. The longer time it takes to reach a 
school is waste of extra time to learn.2. Summa program is in stroller itself.3. Stroller 
is safer for kid. My other daughter went to five oaks (enrolled in Rachel Carson) and it 
is not safe as there have been report of drug and alcohol abuse, regular fighting 
between five oaks students, and sexual harassment incident.Thank YouRajesh

11/18/2019 Inuka Gunawardana amorvincit@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I currently reside in the Oarkridge estates community which is situated across from 
the Stoller middle school. My eldest daughter attends the middle school. It  is a 5-
10minute walk for most residents in this community. I request that travel time and 
logistics be used to determine the school boundary and therefore to please give 
priority to residents within walking distance of the Stoller middle school.  It is a 
convenient, logical and an environmentally friendly solution. Thanks

11/18/2019 Anu Balu Anu.balu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Springville K-8

I believe this boundary decisions impacts Findley children the most disrupting their 
everyday life. They lose access to the accelerated program, to SUMMA and to a school 
they can walk to. The addition of new housing never took this into impact and seems 
totally unfair to penalize homebuyers who are settled here fir 10 years.
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11/18/2019 Eric Simantel EricSimantel@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Hello there!  As we get closer to the time for decision making for new boundaries - I 
implore the decision makers to look at the following factors...1. Proximity to the 
Middle Schools.  I think the best way to do this is 2 simply make a 4 miles circle around 
each middle school as the starting point and go from there.2. The 'squeakiest' parents 
aren't always the one that should get the 'grease'. There are plenty of parents who 
work two jobs, single family parents that simply can't make the meetings.  As such the 
lower income elementary schools may not be getting their voice at these meetings.3. 
There are parents that are adamant that their child go to Stoller - even if that means 
having a negative impact on the rest of the rest of the district - they've been to the 
meetings.  I know you've seen them. They are afraid their home values will go down, 
and their child won't receive a superior education. (I've seen these comments on 
Facebook).  Please do your best to weed out these selfish voices.4. Diversity  is has 
benefits everywhere.  Mixing lower income elementary schools with higher income 
elementary schools builds a rich set of diversity at middle schools.5. Please don't split 
middle schools into different High Schools

11/18/2019 Rebecca Erion beckyerion@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

As a parent of two elementary school children who attend Rock Creek it is important 
to me that Rock Creek continues to feed into Stoller Middle school. Oak Hills is across 
highway 26 from our neighborhood and the boundary change to Oak Hills is 
impractical. I think it is important to have my children remain in the same community 
by attending Stoller Middle School.

11/18/2019 Shailesh Joshi jshailesh@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Health and Sciences/SST

If one of the objectives is to find feeder school for Timberland when ACMA moves to its 
own building.. it makes perfect sense to move some students from Findley (if not all) to 
Timberland. This will be logistically easy for BSD as well and bring Stoller to 
manageable capacity.

11/18/2019 Shuba Ramaswamy shuba.ramaswamy@yahoo.com

Suggestion: 1. Send Findley Students to the new middle school.  Sweeten the deal by 
making it a Summa school.2. Rock Creek, Jacob Wismer, Springville and Sato can 
continue at Stoller.

11/18/2019 Santosh Krishnamurthy santosh.krish2480@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
I would like to request BSD that findley elementary continues to remain as feeder for 
Stoller middle school.

11/18/2019 VIJAY AGRAWAL VIJAY2103@YAHOO.COM Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I would like the committee to consider following points for MS Boundary 
adjustments:1. Rock Creek ES is the feeder school for Stoller MS and Stoller MS is the 
feeder school for Westview HS. please consider this for student continuity. Rock Creek 
ES students should continue to feed to Stoller MS2. Student safety should be the top 
most priority. My kids can bike to Stoller MS but I would not feel comfortable them 
biking to Five Oaks where they have to cross Hwy 26 and with the heavy traffic near 
185th. Use Hwy 26 as the boundary to divide MS attendance area. 3. Focus and 
resources needs to be dedicated in making Five Oaks a better school4. Consider legacy 
students who will be attending stoller MS next year for 6th grade. They should be kept 
in same middle school for continuity so they don't have to change school and move to 
another MS. Transition to MS is hard for kids.
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11/18/2019 Carrie pasteesh2@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Thank you all so much for the hard work and efforts to help our community decide what the best 
course of action is for the boundaries of BSD middle schools. My Family moved to the Rock Creek 
neighborhood specifically for its top rated schools, including Stoller.  We have a 7th grader at 
Stoller and a 5th grader at Rock Creek.   My Plea for the boundary adjustment would be to keep 
Rock creek at Stoller. Here are my concerns with moving Rock Creek to Five Oaks. 1. Hwy 26 is a 
natural boundary in this part of town.  Traffic issues are already a major problem on 185th and 
having to cross through that congestion would create more traffic issues.   2. Given the following 
parts of a letter written from Five Oaks to Rachel Carson families, I have safety concerns with 
prospect of moving my child to Five Oaks. There are many students and RC staff who are being 
verbally harassed on a regular basis and the behavior of some students is out of control causing 
even more stress and pressure on our teachers. There have been multiple incidents in PE of sexual 
harassment, aggressive and targeting behavior that resulted in RC students getting hurt. This past 
Friday, there were fights in the RC hallway as well as a mob scene of approximately 20-30 Five 
Oaks students taking over the RC hallway and banging on walls during 8th grade testing. Our 
teachers were involved in breaking up the fights, which meant leaving the RC students in the 
classroom while the teachers managed the incidents. This left the teachers physically and 
mentally exhausted. This was after both drug and alcohol incidents in the bathrooms. To keep the 
decision equal for all it makes sense to consider keeping the boundaries in all parts of BSD as 
similar to what they are now as possible and shift a few key schools over to the new middle 
school. This would alleviate many families frustrations that bought a house or rent in a 
neighborhood, that is the best fit for their child.  Please also consider allowing the shift of 
boundaries to only take effect for incoming grades, maintaining the legacy  approach for grades 
that have already begun at any of the middle schools.  This would take a lot of stress of the kids.

11/18/2019 Aditi Gadre gadre.aditi.k@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Two questions -1. Summa pgm2. Advisory Committee  1. Summa pgm - Current Middle 
School for a Student is Stoller.with boundary change, if Student's Middle School is 
changed from Stoller to another school. Student is identified as Summa qualified. And 
this another school is with no Summa pgm - Now - Where will this Summa student 
go?2. Advisory Committee -Will the recommendation by Advisory Committee be really 
unbiased??Advisory Committee members do have kids with Elementary school. They 
would have then vested interest to keep their kids[?] Elementary school as a feeder 
school for Stoller. Will that not impact boundary decisions?

11/18/2019 Tracy Shaw seneca932@gmail.com Westview ISB

I have another suggestion that I would like you to consider in this process. I would ask you to 
please keep Hwy 26 as a NATURAL boundary. We live north of Hwy 26 and although, this won't 
impact my children because they are older, I would rather have had them attending a school that 
was ALSO north of Hwy 26, rather than attending one where they had to cross Hwy 26 due to bad 
traffic congestion, more accident prone and longer commute times. Timberland would be my 
second choice with Stoller, our neighborhood school, being my first. Therefore, my suggestion 
would be to keep neighborhoods that are north of 26, in middle schools that are north of 26 also. I 
realize this only leaves Stoller and Timberland as those options. What is the capacity for 
Timberland?? I would suggest making necessary changes to Stoller to relieve its overcrowding 
issues, then shift neighborhoods to Timberland as much as you can. This then, opens up shifting 
neighborhoods south of 26 to stay south of 26 and would definitely free space at Meadow Park 
M.S. for this shifting.  One exception to this rule, would be that if Bethany E.S. and Oak Hills E.S. 
are happy with their commute times with Meadow Park M.S. and it's cost effective for the school 
district, then leave them there. This would allow everyone else north of 26 to shift into Stoller and 
Timberland.I do please ask that BSD try to maintain the high school boundaries as they currently 
stand within this process, because the stakes are greater once students get to high school. 
Friendships are made and students find their niche with after-school sports and clubs. They have 
typically created their 4 year academic plans as freshmen, and if their boundaries change again 
after the district JUST went through this process, it would not be ideal to say the least. Thank you 
again for your consideration.

11/18/2019 Karen Lockd Windrockk@frontier.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

It is important to keep Rock creek elementary going to Stoller.   Rock Creek 
elementary provides the much needed economic diversity to Stoller Middle School - 
helping BSD keep its promise of fair and equitable schools for all students.  There are 
walking paths to Stoller which provide a safe path to school without crossing HWY 26.  
All of the students know the Bethany area and feel safe.  While I do agree Five Oaks 
needs to change school boundaries, the Bethany elementary school boundaries are 
much fit And have a close proximity.
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11/19/2019 Kaustubh S. Gadre ksgadre@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hello,Please keep Rock creek elementary as a feeder school to Stoller. This is in line 
with maintaining diversity mandate of Beaverton School district . Rock creek is only 
diverse school in all schools feeding to Stoller middle school. This will bring necessary 
balance needed to Stoller. Another strong point for making stoller as feeder to 
Westview only and keep all elementary schools feeding to stoller as westview feeders. 
That way Jacob Wismer, Rock Creek, Sato, Springville as four schools can be in Stoller 
so as to make most of the middle schools with 4 elementary feeders with diversity in 
place. This will also get close to 90% capacity requirement put forward. Stoller and 
Timberline are only 2 schools north of 26 and can be used to have existing north of 26 
elementary schools continue feeding to those middle schools. Main objective of school 
district for making stoller population balanced and creating new school boundary for 
Timberline can be done by moving Findley to Timberline which will have brand new 
school and facilities. Thanks Kaustubh Gadre

11/19/2019 Michael Fitzgerald Mfitzpdx@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I was disappointed to see the discussion around pulled Rock Creek Elementary out of 
Stoller. I've lived in the area almost 12 years and now have a child just a few years out 
of middle school.  I've seen others with plans on how we can remain in that school and 
hope to see one of those adopted versus the current proposal.

11/19/2019 Anant Jahagirdar anantshruti@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

PLEASE KEEP FINDLEY SCHOOL WITH STOLLER. I DONT UNDERSTAND THIS 
ARGUMENT. WE SPENT TAX PAYERS MONEY TO BUILD K-8 SCHOOL (SPRINGVILLE) 
AND NOW IT IS SUCH A WASTE. AND WE ARE MODIFYING EXISTING SCHOOL TO 
ACCOMODATE THAT WASTE? THIS IS AS GOOD AS ANY SCHOOLING DECISIONS HERE. 
HOPE PEOPLE SITTING ON THE BOARD REALIZE THE MISTAKE AND FIGURE OUT A 
WAY TO KEEP FINDLEY IN STOLLER AND ARRANGE NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL TO NEW 
SCHOOLS.

11/19/2019 Teju reshmap2829@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

My daughter is in the fifth grade and will be the second batch in Five Oaks if this move 
happens. I have no doubt that Five Oaks will be a very good school if Springville, RC and 
Bethany move there. However note that when the first batch moves there, grades 7th 
and 8th will still be from the old composition. With the issues going on in Five Oaks 
currently I am really concerned about the first batch being the "Guinea Pigs".

11/19/2019 Himabindu Puligadda puligadda.himabindu@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep elementary feeder schools together and prioritize walkability. SATO is 
closer to Stoller than any other middle school, so it makes sense to keep this school fed 
into Stoller.

11/19/2019 Sammie Weaver Sammie_h63@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem

My husband and I spent a large amount of time researching schools when we were 
looking to buy our house and even more time looking for a house in the location that 
allowed our children to go to the elementary (Rock Creek), middle school (Stoller), and 
high school (Westview) that we wanted. It's frustrating to see there is a possibility that 
they could potentially being moved to Five Oaks with the new boundary proposals. I 
understand that populations fluctuate and new schools are added but I never thought 
crossing Hwy 26 would be an option, it seemed like a natural boundary line. The 
ratings for Five Oaks are much lower than those at Stoller, and I don[?]t see how the 
district can improve them.

11/19/2019 Sharada Jahagirdar anantshruti2@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

PLEASE KEEP FINDLEY SCHOOL WITH STOLLER. I DONT UNDERSTAND THIS 
ARGUMENT. WE SPENT TAX PAYERS MONEY TO BUILD K-8 SCHOOL (SPRINGVILLE) 
AND NOW IT IS SUCH A WASTE. AND WE ARE MODIFYING EXISTING SCHOOL TO 
ACCOMODATE THAT WASTE?THIS IS AS GOOD AS ANY SCHOOLING DECISIONS HERE. 
HOPE PEOPLE SITTING ON THE BOARD REALIZE THE MISTAKE AND FIGURE OUT A 
WAY TO KEEP FINDLEY IN STOLLER AND ARRANGE NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL TO NEW 
SCHOOLS.
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11/19/2019 Angie hillang2000@ohsu.edu Bethany Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Please consider moving Rachel Carson MS students to Timberland MS and OUT of Five 
Oaks.  They are  the only options school which is housed within another school--they 
are a smaller group of students and as an options school, it is not unreasonable for 
those students to need to be housed/bussed further away from their home school.  
Currently a small, but influential group of Five Oaks students are creating a hostile and 
unsafe learning environment for the Rachel Carson students housed there and while 
that MUST be addressed asap, it also occurs to me that overall the culture at Five Oaks 
would be significantly altered if all students there were attending just one school 
together.  Five Oaks would also benefit from having a different group of elementary 
schools feeding into it.  In addition, it would be wise to consider moving SUMMA school 
to Timberland as well-this will relieve crowding at Stoller and again, since SUMMA 
draws students from all over the district, it is not unreasonable for those students to 
need to be housed/bussed further away from their home school.

11/19/2019 Sharon Sharonzell@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

This is a difficult process and likely there will be people who are not pleased with the final 
outcome, as there is no perfect solution. In exploring possible moves, it would be helpful if the 
district would provide information about growth projections, the capacities for each of the schools 
in question, etc. It would also be helpful if the district provided information about how programs 
like SUMMA affect the overall grade of a school. For example, when calculating the achievement 
of Stoller students, are the SUMMA students included? This would help people compare schools in 
a more equitable fashion. It would also be helpful if there were some clarity about what are 
options for a family if they have a child who qualifies for SUMMA but whose Middle School does 
not provide this program. I hope there will be consideration for legacy students, who will be 
caught up in the this transition. Asking a child to go to a new school (when they go to Middle 
School), then moving them after a year or two, then having to move yet again for high school 
seems like a terrible burden for a young kid in a challenging moment in their lives. As for 
boundaries for my particular home school (Rock Creek), it seems that there are two options.1) 
Rock Creek stays at Stoller. Rock Creek is the most economically diverse school that will possibly 
feed into Stoller, and this economic diversity is a good thing. Furthermore, Stoller feeds primarily 
to Westview, which is the high school for Rock Creek students, allowing friendships made in 
middle school to continue. It also keeps the community boundary which effectively ends at HWY 
26, as there is a break in residential housing around that boundary.2) Rock Creek moves to Five 
Oaks along with Bethany and/or Springville. This plan would disrupt community boundaries, and 
possibly have traffic implications. A plan for SUMMA students woukd need to be communicated to 
parents. However, this plan would bring some needed economic diversity to Five Oaks. This plan 
would also mean some of the current schools feeding into Five Oaks would need to be moved 
further south to other middle schools. Again, this is where numbers about enrollments and 
capacity would be useful.

11/19/2019 Madhusudhan Vankayalapati madhusoftech@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
We would love to have Stoller Middle School as we my kid currently goes to this school 
and I would like to send my other kid to the same school.

11/19/2019 Tara Powers torandpowers@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and the Boundary Adjustment Committee, Please keep Rock Creek 
Elementary at Stoller MS. If distance and proximity are a consideration, the Rock 
Creek Elementary school boundary extends as far North as Springfield Road––within 
walking distance (on foot path) to Stoller. Bethany is our neighborhood and our kids 
live, walk and bike the roads trails/paths to the schools and parks in our area. Our 
children cannot walk or bicycle safely over HWY 26 to middle school. Rock Creek 
Elementary also has the most economically diverse student population of all the 
feeder schools that make up Stoller. This should be a MAJOR (if not the biggest) 
consideration for redistricting Stoller, unless the district and committee are 
committed to it being only for the privileged and wealthy.

11/19/2019 Hoa Truong andytruong503@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem
We propose that Findley, Bonny slope, Cedar Mills and Terra Linda go to the new 
school. Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer and Rock Creek continues to go to Stoller
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11/19/2019 Katie Paul katiem.paul@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

When reviewing the school district's priorities, it becomes clear that there could be 
several possible options that the committee and the superintendent should consider. 
Feeder patterns and neighborhood/community proximity are the highest priorities in 
my mind when considering these changes. Given Stoller's current composition, it 
makes sense to make Stoller a Westview feeder only. This would mean peeling off 
Findley and half of Jacob Wismer's students and sending them to the new middle 
school giving Stoller space to keep current feeders and allow room for growth. It also 
allows Stoller to retain the socio-economic diversity that comes from Rock Creek that 
does not exist at any other current feeder school.

11/19/2019 Amy Pham amypham8524@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem

Please consider this proposal:  Findley, Bonny slope, Cedar Mills and Terra Linda go to 
the new school.  Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer and Rock Creek continues to go to 
Stoller. We moved to Springville/Bethany area so our 2nd grader can go to Stoller 
when she's in middle school. Stoller is 2 miles from our home compares to Five Oaks is 
5 miles away (with 185th heavy flow traffic morning/afternoon). That's why it makes 
no sense to me when she CANNOT go to the school near her house.

11/19/2019 Bharadwaj ananthan B_ananthan@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I understand that BSD is looking to decongest Stoller, and hence built Timberline.1) 
Given Findleys proximity to Timberline, it would best to have them feed to the new 
school2) keeping rock creek feeding to Stoller maintains the population diversity at 
Stoller. Amongst Springville,Findlay and rockcreek, rock creek has the lowest math, 
science scores as well as highest percentage of kids on free and reduced lunch 
programsI hope you consider these when finalizing the MS boundaries

11/19/2019 Charles Paul charles.paul1@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please maintain Rock Creek's feeder status to Stoller. My son is currently a sixth 
grader at Stoller having his best academic year thus far. The teacher's are fantastic, 
motivating and committed. We fully believe he would not be thriving if he were not in 
the community of excellence Stoller provides. We hope that BSD will create a legacy 
policy allowing current students to stay at their current schools. We are also hopeful 
that our younger kids will get the opportunity to have the same experience at Stoller. 
It makes sense to adjust Stoller boundaries to make it a Westview only feeder school 
and also allow Rock Creek students to rise up to the high academic standards set by 
Stoller faculty and staff. Thank you for your consideration.

11/19/2019 Julie Sutton juliegsutton@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

In aligning with BSD's stated mission and goals it makes sense to keep Rock Creek ES 
attending Stoller MS and look at moving out Findley ES and possibly the Sunset feeder 
portion of Jacob Wismer ES to attend the new Timberland MS. In keeping the student 
composition diverse, Rock Creek has the economic diversity that would be lost if 
moved out of Stoller MS, leaving an economically homogeneous student body, also to 
the detriment of Rock Creek ES students. This also allows sufficient population for 
future growth in the NW boundary of BSD. Moving the Sunset feeder schools to the 
new Timberland MS also aligns with BSD factors of looking at feeder school patterns. 
Stoller would become a Westview exclusive feeder and the students designated to 
attend Sunset would attend middle school with similarly situated students. Keeping 
Rock Creek within the Stoller boundaries also works to keep neighborhoods together 
and address travel time and accessibility. Highway 26 is a natural boundary and Rock 
Creek students consider the Bethany/Stoller area to be within our community. We ride 
bikes to school and play at the Pirate park and utilize and access the trails and paths in 
our area. South of Hwy 26 is not within our community. Additionally, the traffic and 
congestion crossing over the hwy is already difficult throughout the day but especially 
at school hours, I cannot imagine how long the commute would be to get our students 
to Five Oaks MS. This would be difficult for Rock Creek families and the greater 
community by aggravating an already congested area of travel. Please keep Rock 
Creek ES within the Stoller boundary.
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11/19/2019 Mary Dillon marydllon1976@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB

We bought our house in a neighborhood specifically so that our sons could attend 
Stoller middle school. Our family is familiar with the school and how it operates. 5 oaks 
is not a suitable alternative and a very unfair decision. There are several options 
available mentioned by other rock creek parents. My question is if my son enters 
Stoller in September 2020 will he be allowed to remain there? or do you move All of 
the kids, 7th and 8th grade or does the new boundaries start with incoming 6th 
graders in 2021? Thank you.

11/19/2019 Sandhya Mamindla mamindlasandhya@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB Please keep the rock creek school part of stroller middle school

11/19/2019 chao yan ycl.cyan@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Base on the fact that stroller MS is so crowed, it's better to move students from 
stroller to the new school directly. Otherwise, it requires significant boundary changes 
of lots of schools.  I proposed to move Findley ES and a part of Jacob ES to the new MS 
for several reasons. 1. They are very lose to the new school2. They are in Sunset HS, 
this will keep the MS and HS consistent. 3. This will drop the Stroller MS students 
below 1000. And the new MS will have about 1100 students (Findley, part of Jacob in 
Sunset HS, Bony Slope and Cedar Mills). This is the plan with minimum changes. 
Another plan is to move Findley ES to the new MS, and move Summa as well. Re-
allocate Rock Creek and SpringVille to Five Oaks is a terrible plan for many reasons1. 
Five Oaks is already crowed, this require move other ES  to other MS, which will make 
other MS crowed as well. 2. Rock Creek and SpringVille are so far from Five Oaks, with 
crossing 26 HWY, make it very dangerous for students, especially those prefer biking or 
skateboarding. 3. This will make Five Oaks cover large area, a challenge for school bus.

11/19/2019 Lydia Li lydiazjlee@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please consider rezoning to impact as less schools and neighborhood as possible and 
avoid crossing the major traffic corridors for safety issue. Since we now have a new 
middle school in the north of 26. We should consider to keep Stoller for the students 
that future feed to West View and move future Sunset students to the new middle 
school, which is close to Sunset High. As a Stoller Farm neighbor on Laidlaw, we 
concerned our kids' safety to ride bus in the traffic to cross hwy 26 everyday. On the 
other hand. Rock Creek school is an important addition of economic diversity to stoller. 
Please keep us in Stoller.

11/19/2019 yingchan li yingchanli@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep Rock Creek ES in Stroller MS. Otherwise, it will reduce the diversity of 
Stroller MS significantly. For example,  there are about 30% of low-income family in 
Rock Creek. There is no or little in Findley or other ES in Stroller. Similar other 
demographics data as well. Rock Creek is also very far from Five Oaks middle school as 
well.

11/19/2019 Tarek Massoud tarek.massoud@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

The Middle school boundary in my opinion should reflect the priorities of BSD with 
minimal disturbance to our students and their potential.Given those points, I believe it 
makes sense to keep Rockcreek a feeder for Stoller, for the following reasons:1. Rock 
creek is one of the most diverse schools feeding into stoller and keeping it will ensure 
stoller will maintain diversity in its student body composition2. Most of stoller feed into 
Westview HS, it would make sense to prioritize keeping Elementary schools who would 
feed into Westview in Stoller and if needed move schools that feed into sunset to be 
together in Timberline MS.3. If not feeding into stoller, the proposal of moving Rock 
creek to feed into five oaks, is disturbing since:a. Stoller is equipped with a lot of 
amenities that would ensure the best pssible education for our kids, on the other hand 
five oaks does not have the same level of preparedness, this is definitely impacting the 
potential for our kidsb. it makes the travel time to MS more than 2x what it is now to 
stoller and it goes over a freeway!c. Five oaks suffers from a lot of problems and 
moving rock creek to it will not help solve those problems, if any it will expose the rock 
creek kids to more problems that could be avoided if they stay feeding to stoller as 
they are today.
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11/19/2019 Mahesh Nalasani Mnalasani@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

We live in Bethany within Rock creek elementary boundaries. We moved here  few 
years ago, just for our kids schooling. Moving from Stoller to Fiveoaks , is not 
convenient for kids from Bethany. I think we need to do further research to solve this 
problem without impacting the kids. I think, we should not take a hasty decisions that 
benefits few and impact many other kids. We strongly protest this thought of moving 
Rock creek kids from Stoller.

11/19/2019 Leslie Batdorf Lesie.batdorf@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As a resident of the rock Creek Elementary school boundary I want to voice my opinion 
in the displeasure of the possibility of moving the school district for middle school to 
five Oaks. My kids have grown up going to rock Creek Elementary I've had kids it's 
Stoller and I have had kids at Westview. It is our hope that they remain going to Stoller 
for middle school

11/19/2019 Kaan Oguz Kaanoguzz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Hi I request the middle school to stay the same for rock creek elementary school 
students. Stoller middle school is the best fit both economically and geographically. 
Thanks

11/19/2019 Laurelyn Wilde lwilde78@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Mountain View MS Mountainside

Clean feeds (all kids in one elementary school are zoned to the same middle school). 
We need clean feeds into the schools, especially middle schools. Most of the kids at 
Cooper Mountain go to Highland. There are only a handful that go to Mountain View 
(that is where we are zoned). It has been a real struggle for my kids to transition into a 
middle school with no friends from their elementary. Middle school is a tough age and 
friends are important at this time of their lives. It would be great to see clean feeds 
into the middle schools so that the transition is easier.

11/19/2019 Erin Boling Bolingerin@aol.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

It does not make sense to move Rock Creek Elementary out of Stoller based on the 
economic diversity that the Rock Creek boundary provides. Schools should be based in 
the community where the kids live. Rock Creek kids live in the Rock Creek/Bethany 
area. Stoller is the best school for kids at Rock Creek to attend because it's in their 
community, and it's near the high school that they will attend too, Westview HS.

11/19/2019 Deniz Gezer deniz.g.oguz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi, I have two girls that's why we moved to this area for Stoller Middle School which 
has very good rate. Rock Creek Elementary School's students deserve to go to the 
Stoller Middle School. We don't want to change our  Middle School...

05/31/1981 Mohammad Ghaffari m.corr.ghaffari@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Sunset I dont want to change school district ....

11/19/2019 Trevor Bodtker Tbodtker@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Keep Rockcreek kids at Stoller middle school

11/20/2019 Sushma chennu schennu9@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset Please keep Findley students feed to stoller

11/19/2019 Brandy Ramer brandy.m.ramer@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I understand changes have to occur. But I hope my son (who went to Rock Creek and is 
currently a 6th grader at Stiller) doesn't have to change schools the last year of middle 
school. That's very disruptive for a kid!

11/19/2019 Jennifer Mathieson Jennifermathieson@me.com Rock Creek Elem

We currently attend rock creek elementary school and absolutely love it. We moved 
here from California last year and fought to get a house in this neighborhood. We 
chose it specifically for the high ratings of rock creek, stroller, and Westview schools. 
We have loved every teacher and administrator at rock creek. We are very saddened 
to see that our school would be moved from a 10 rating to a 4. We moved from a 
school that had a 4 rating and that difference in parent involvement, teachers, staff, 
and students is remarkably different   I know Beaverton school district holds high 
standards to their schools but it feels our kids will now receive a lower standard of 
schooling while other areas are getting a newer school and better schools. We really 
plead you to rethink what you are doing with the boundaries to all families.
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11/19/2019 Lorie Bartee geologychick@yahoo.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Westview

I live within the Pirate Park area and do not believe that we should be included in the 
latest boundary adjustment. This will be our neighborhood's 5th...  NOT 1st, NOT 2nd, 
NOT 3rd, NOT 4th...  BUT 5th time we will be moved. This is completely unacceptable. 
We are within walking distance of Stoller. It is the only school that we can walk to and 
will ever be able to walk to. Please take this under consideration when making this 
decision. Thank you,Lorie Bartee

11/19/2019 Anil anilb2906@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi BSDConsidering the below points, I strongly feel Rock creek should stay/feed to 
Stoller. Proximity:- School boundaries is all about proximity. Going to close by school is 
helpful in many ways. It can avoid traffic congestion. Less time to travel. In case of 
emergencies like snow, lock downs, it would be helpful for parents to pick the 
kids.Distance from center of RC to Stoller -  2 milesDistance from center of RC to five 
oaks -  5 miles. Have to cross US-26, which is huge risk to the kids of that age.Ethnic 
diversity:- To have a good composition, each school should have healthy diversity 
index. Rock creek is perfect fit and it has the best diversity rate. Rock creek has the 
good diversity as below.White (59% of students)Asian (18% of students)Hispanic (13% 
of students)Future availability of space: -Currently, below is the number of students in 
each school.Rock Creek - 582Springville - 697Jacobwismer - 739Findley – 827It makes 
more sense to feed Rock creek to stoller which is already crowded along with other 
school which has less countThanks

11/19/2019 ltrombley lmsmith_2001@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Our Son has just started 6th grade this year at Stoller.  He has the opportunity to walk 
to and from each day to school.  It is important to our family that he remains at Stoller 
and that the boundary line doesn't change.  He is thriving at Stoller and having him 
nearby to home is important for our family logistics.Please don't remove the 
Oackridge estates neighborhood from the Stoller boundary!Linda Trombley

11/19/2019 Marie Knapp lmknapp@gmail.com Springville K-8

Currently, every elementary school in the Beaverton School District feeds into a middle 
school less than 4 miles away.  Most are much closer.  If Springville changes to feed 
into Five Oaks, it will be the longest feeder elementary to middle school distance in the 
district.  Springville should feed into Stoller as it is the only middle school within a 
reasonable distance from our homes.

11/19/2019 Beth and Jeremy Rear jeremybeth@comcast.net Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

We are very upset about the possibility of moving Rock Creek to Five Oaks.  Stoller is a 
mile up the street from our home and our family is very entrenched in the local 
community.  The thought of uprooting our kids and shipping them across the freeway 
to a community and school that we have zero connection is not one that we support.  
Additionally, Five Oaks is not acceptable from an academic and safety point of view.  
We have come to expect a higher standard from the Beaverton School District, with 
kids at Rock Creek, Stoller and Westview currently.  Five Oaks does not meet 
acceptable standards - period.  Whoever gets pulled out of Stoller needs to be offered 
an EQUAL educational opportunity.

11/19/2019 Devdatta Kulkarni kdevdatta@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hi, I saw proposed maps for new middle school boundaries. 22/25 maps show 
Springville out of Stoller. That does not make sense at all.With least disturbance to 
other ES school boundaries, maintaining diversity criteria across BSD and to solve 
stoller overcrowding issue, best way will be Findley ES to feed into new MS timberland. 
Distance wise they will be closer than Springville residents. Also, I would 
recommend/solicit to have one member from each ES to represent MS boundary 
decision. I fear that due to 2 members from each MS will have biased opinion or 
conflict of interest for one non represented ES.Thank youDevdatta

11/19/2019 Vicki Weiss mvweiss@frontier.com Bethany Elem Westview

Stoller is not a designated IB school.  Meadow Park is.  Sunset High School is IB.  
Westview is not.  All of Findley, except for those students who are admitted into 
summa, should attend Meadow.  You should keep continuity of learning.  The rub is 
Jacob Wismer, whose students now all will attend Sunset.You should keep summa at 
Stoller.
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11/19/2019 Uma Surya vumaravi@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Hello,I have 2 kids and we live close to Findley elementary school.I heard about the 
school boundary changing from Stoller to some other middle school, and I want to 
express my concerns over this change for 2 main reasons.1. Proximity:    When you are 
ready to make a decision, please consider the proximity for a given neighborhood (how 
far they live from the school). The Bauer highlands neighborhood that I live in is, 1.2 
miles away from Stoller middle school which is pretty nearer. So pushing that to some 
other school does not make sense and it only increases the commute, increases traffic 
on the roads, and increases problems for families.2. A right for siblings to attend the 
same school.    A lot of Findley kids have elder siblings that went to Stoller middle 
school, so it immensely helps parents and kids by sending kids to the same school. By 
changing middle schools  will jeopardize our ability to send our child to middle school. 
For these reasons, our community would like to strongly urge the Beaverton School 
District to consider keeping the boundaries (Allow Findley students to go to Stoller 
Middle School).

11/19/2019 Linda Waara lmwaara@gmail.com

As a parent of grown children, daughters that spent all their elementary years at Rock 
Creek, some of their years at Five Oaks and Stoller middle schools, and all of their high 
school years at Westview, I have seen much.  I was a stay-at-home mom in those days and 
avid volunteer at all of those schools on a regular basis.  I was treasurer in the parent 
organizations at Rock Creek and Five Oaks, and treasurer for the Westview marching band, 
as well as field trip and dance chaperone.  I was able to get a pretty good feel for the culture 
in all of those schools and got to know the administrative staff in all schools, as well.  All in 
all, I have been pleased with the education my daughters have received from the Beaverton 
School District, despite certain incidents and circumstances with teachers and administrators 
along the way.  Middle school, in my opinion, is the toughest age.  Most kids are at an 
awkward time in their lives where they are not "little" anymore, but, not yet independent 
enough to hold their own like the high schoolers.  They have such a ferocious need to 
belong and be accepted, sometimes to their detriment.  I spoke with my daughters about 
this potential boundary change, and they agreed with me in the fact that Stoller is by far a 
safer, kinder and more nurturing environment out of the two middle schools. With all due 
respect for the heavy decisions that will have to be considered and ultimately made, and the 
burden of position that puts on the people that have to make these difficult decisions, I urge 
you to keep the Rock Creek kids feeding into Stoller.  I am active in my neighborhood and in 
my community and see how upsetting this has been for the young families involved.  Please, 
do not change this boundary.Thank you for your service.Warm regards,Linda Waara

11/19/2019 Jill Hough jill@jehough.com Stoller MS

Re: Proposed school boundary changes:I have an 8th grader who attends a Stoller 
Middle a School; prior to that, he attended Rock Creek Grade School. As a parent and 
homeowner, I am AGAINST the proposed BSD school boundary change that would 
force Rock Creek students to attend Five Oaks Middle School. If my son had to attend 
Five Oaks, it would be a hardship for us as a family due to the distance from our home. 
It would have also impeded our son from making friendships with students in our 
immediate area. Please avoid making Rock Creek students attend Five Oaks in the 
future unless you intend to improve its scholastic record and general rating as a middle 
school. Questions? Please contact me at 503-645-1169.  Regards, Jill Hough

11/19/2019 Yuan jymitchellfam@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi, I'm a parent with three children—one of them currently attending Stoller Middle 
School and the other two at Rock Creek.I feel very strongly that Rock Creek should 
continue to feed into Stoller. Based on where we currently live, it is safe and easy for 
my son to ride his bike via trail to Stoller. He enjoys doing that with friends from Rock 
Creek, and I hope that when my other two kids are old enough they will not be robbed 
of this wonderful experience.Also, my daughter is identified as TAG in reading, and it's 
possible that she will qualify for SUMMA when entering middle school. It would not be 
fair to her to have to be rezoned to a school that does not offer the SUMMA 
program.Please kindly consider continue to feed Rock Creek into Stoller.
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11/19/2019 T Bodtker tbodtker@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As a parent of a current 4th grader, any proposed changes would directly affect my child. In the 
interests of their education (And all other current 4th graders) , I would like to understand if they 
will be offered a similar level of education in any of the proposed middle school changes. Will 
there be areas that they will be left behind, or areas of study that are not support in a changed 
school? or will it be a like for like exchange? Where are the findings of these studies?Change is a 
good thing, however a change of this degree takes time and all current 4th graders will have to 
endear the brunt of all of these changes in order for some middle schools to develop. Changes are 
both a move to a middle school and a move to a different school to their older siblings or elder 
school peersA couple of questions that would need to be addressed for all proposed 
changes?1.Has traffic management been addressed on all proposed routes?2.How will the 
proposed changes and continuous urban growth been reviewed- where are the findings of these 
reports? If these have been reviewed, why is there an under utilised middle school that has not 
been fully utilised3. What are the forecasting reports for population growth in all middle schools 
in the district?- have we accurate modelled(Forecast) v's actuals- where are these published - will 
we be faced with another change if forecasting is inaccurate4. In this proposed changes we are 
hearing reports of the &#34;ugly&#34; sides of all the middle schools- Bullying, drugs etc etc - 
what is BSD doing to address these issues in any of the middle schools as it is not painting a good 
picture for any school in the district5. What does these changes do to current community spirit, 
while lower down the priorities, this still needed to be addressed. Many children have peers from 
other elementary in various external activities (Soccer/ Swimming/ Theatre etc) 6. How does the 
proposed changes affect the socio economic and diversity traits of any of the middle schools There 
seems to be an enormous push to move both Springville and Rock Creek out of Stoller, however 
there are many other solutions that need to be addressed (and answered ) that may work for all 
sides in the North BSD

11/20/2019 Devi Devikatari@yahoo.com Stoller MS Sunset

The reason for buying the home was for the school boundary, if that changes there will 
be lot of effects on us parents as well. As Findley was always with Stoller, that should 
be kept as it is and newer schools can be given to new schools like springville.

11/19/2019 Aija Butler butleraija@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

Rock Creek Elementary School should continue to feed in to Stoller Middle School for 
the following reasons:* Economic Diversity: Keeping Stoller economically and 
culturally diverse is critical. Rock Creek, has the lowest economic  profile and adds the 
most economic diversity to Stoller. *Moving Rock Creek students to Five Oaks would 
create large amounts of traffic and congestion.*Legacy: Students should not have to 
change schools mid-way through, during an already tumultuous time.*Forecasting 
Accuracy: Middle school students should feed into the same high school.

11/19/2019 VAIBHAV KHANE vaibhavkhane@gmail.com Springville K-8

Sir/MadamThe new Timberland Middle school was built  on North side of US-26  to 
take care of  elementary schools  on north side of US-26. If certain elementary school 
does not want to go to new middle school because of  'No ratings' and suggesting to 
change middle school boundary of   other elementary schools, it is pure waste of tax-
payers dollars  spent to built the new middle school. Also, it is waste of time and effort 
of BSD staff and members. Please make sure that new middle school meets its 
capacity goal which is very important to ease the pressure on Stroller middle school.  
ThanksVaibhav

11/19/2019 SARITHA M sarisoftech@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

ROCK CREEK ELEMENTARY As a parent I vote for Stoller Middle SchoolReasons:  Stoller 
Middle School is a highly rated, Strong progress in academic skills and the school is  
doing a better job at supporting academic growth than most other schools.( 5 star 
Rating school).Distance From Rock creek to Five Oak : 5miles .  Moreover : 2 star 
rating .  This school has large achievement gaps.My primary concern is for kids who 
are in Summa  and what the plan is for them, whereas that's already in place at 
Stoller. These are my concerns and questions.
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11/19/2019 Arta Montero arta.pecaj@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview ACMA

I am very concerned about school boundary change proposal. I have a 9 year old and 5 year old that 
go to Rock Creek. My parents live with me as well. I was looking to purchase a 4 bedroom so my 
mom and my kids can have their own room. My kids didn't want to separate from their friend at 
Rock Creek and therefore just purchased a 4 bedroom at Rock Creek. I would have never purchased 
this house if I had any idea that Rock Creek would be kicked out of Stoller. So, these decisions have 
huge impacts in peoples lives since I ended up purchasing a house that I have to work most of my 
lifetime to pay for because I wanted my kids to go to Stoller and now I realize I am not even 
looking forward to move into my new house. I understand, this is not all about me, but I am 
hoping that these changes will have minimal impact on all of us. I think the best solution to 
minimize impact include moving Finley and may be part of Jacob Wismer that goes to Sunset to 
the new middle school and leaving everyone else as is. This way, all the kids that go to Stoller will 
be going to the same high school (Westview) and everybody going to the new middle school will 
feed to Sunset. I am assuming that moving Finley to the new school will reduce the number of 
students at Stoller by about 500 and this will be sufficient.Another solution (if moving Finley 
doesn't solve the problem) would then include to send Rock Creek, Springville and Bethany to Five 
Oaks along with Oak Hills.  This way, Rock Creek will be mixed with other similar schools at Five 
Oaks and all will feed to Westview. This is still not ideal from a traffic standpoint  since even 
though Five Oaks may appear close in distance to Rock  having to cross highway 26 to get there 
will definitely increase commute time. This would make me happier than moving Rock Creek to 
Five Oaks all alone since this will help diversify Five Oaks student population and make it a better 
school.

11/19/2019 M. spislafamily@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley should feed into Stoller for several reasons.  One is to maintain and retain local 
community. The proximity of the school is also key. These schools are nearby each 
other, cutting down on transportation expenditures. Last, many Findley students 
depend on the Summa program for their academic needs.

11/19/2019 Gabe Montero gabe.montero@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I think the best solution to minimize impact include moving Finley and may be part of 
Jacob Wismer that goes to Sunset to the new middle school and leaving everyone else 
as is. This way, all the kids that go to Stoller will be going to the same high school 
(Westview) and everybody going to the new middle school will feed to Sunset. I am 
assuming that moving Finley to the new school will reduce the number of students at 
Stoller by about 500 and this will be sufficient.

11/19/2019 Dinesh Bhat Dravbhat@gmail.com Sunset

The most logical thing in terms of proximity is to continue Findley ES feed into Stoller 
MS. Any plans to disrupt this due to undue pressure from communities much farther 
than Stoller is not an acceptable solution. I[?]m sincerely hoping and confident the 
board will make the correct decision.

11/19/2019 Jeremy Johnson doublej13@att.net Rock Creek Elem
I'm very concerned about the time and environmental impact of driving Rock Creek 
students across Highway 26 to Five Oaks Middle School.

11/19/2019 Chris McIntosh c1mcintosh@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview ISB

I'm favor of keeping school boundaries as they are today. The disruption of moving kids 
from Stoller to Five Oaks would not only take tremendous resources and be a huge 
undertaking it would increase risk of kids getting hurt while traversing highway 26.  Is 
BSD prepared to pay to improve roads, expand lanes and create more foot bridges? Is 
it worth needless conjestion to already conjested roads? Are Rock Creek families 
supposed to pay taxes toward Stoller but attend five oaks? Most of all, this doesn't 
solve the underlying problem of student classroom density..  it just moves it to 
someone else to deal with.Please let common sense prevail.. The move would result in 
the following: - increase commute times - increase traffic - expose children to safety 
risks - take resident's taxes and turn away their children - not solve the problem!

11/19/2019 sundeep palla psr232@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Stoller Middle school is close by to commute than Five Oaks. Also it avoids traffic at the 
peak hours. I strongly recommend RC should feed to stoller.
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11/19/2019 Lori Spivey lorispivey2001@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I currently have a 6th grade daughter that attends Stoller and a 4th grade daughter 
at Rock Creek. Although middle school has been a big adjustment, I am very pleased 
with how well my daughter has transitioned to middle school. My hope is that she will 
be able to stay at Stoller and my other daughter will be able to join her there in a few 
years. If we are looking to have more economic diversity at our middle schools, Rock 
Creek is the school closest to Stoller that would provide the most economic diversity. 
The commute to Stoller is much quicker than it is to Five Oaks from our house. Right 
now, my daughter gets home at 4:20 from Stoller which barely gives her enough time 
to change and get out of the house to attend extra-curricular activities. If she attends 
Five Oaks, I would imagine she wouldn't get home until after 4:40. Although that is 
only a 20-minute difference, when trying to get multiple kids to different locations, 
every minute counts.If the idea is to change the whole composition of Five Oaks, I 
would hope that if you add Rock Creek to that middle school boundary, you would also 
add either Bethany, Springville, or Oak Hills.

11/19/2019 Ayumi Furuya ayuyamail.g@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

Hello, I'm mother of children that go to Stoller Middle and Rock Creek Elemetary. I 
heard that there is a possibility that my children go to Five Oak Middle which rate is 
really low compared to Stoller Middle. It seems to have more violence and drug 
problems in Five Oaks and I don't want my children to go there. It's also far from 
where I live. I know it will be hard to make a decision, but I really hope that my kids 
stay in Stoller Middle and get a good education in a good environment.

11/19/2019 Aahlad Mallajosyula aahladm@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Westview

Our daughter goes to Findley Elemtary school. We moved from Hillsboro to Bethany so 
that our kids could go to Findley Elem and Stroller Middle school. If overcrowding is the 
problem at Stroller then having both Springville and Sato Elem kids go to Stroller 
defeats the purpose as these two are growth schools whereas Findley is a non-growth 
(student population is projected to decline). Having Findley school students attend 
Stroller will help with reducing the overcrowding in future if kids form the growth 
schools move to other middle schools.

11/19/2019 Drew Butler butlersdrew@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS

It seems advantageous to BSD that Rock Creek ES students feed into Stoller MS for a 
number of reasons. One, if you take Rock Creek out you lessen the economic diversity 
at the school and I believe BSD values and in fact may be mission-focused on all types 
of diversity. The goal of boundaries should steer clear of elitist (public) middle schools, 
even when the intent is good. Two, on the topic of diversity, extracting Rock Creek 
students will further homogenize the student make-up at Stoller, a toll that will be felt 
long-term on the Stoller student body. Three, sending hundreds of cars over Hwy 26 
during rush hour will have an extreme ripple effect to the roads and streets in an 
already overly congested area and should be further evaluated by other city and 
county departments, especially as we try to reduce our carbon footprint locally. Thank 
you.

11/19/2019 Wei-Ting Jonas Chan jonas.tanuki@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

As a parent living in Rock Creek ES area, I hope Rock Creek can keep the current 
assignment to feed to Stoller MS. Our concerns about moving south to Hwy-26 (to Five 
Oaks MS) involve the follows:Increasing commuting distance and impact on traffic. 
Moving to Five Oaks boundary will increase the commuting distance for children and 
family, and may increase the traffic flowing into current traffic hotspots, for example, 
Hwy-26/185th junction and West Union/185th cross. The move will create much 
burden for families and even for public transportation.Impact on accessibility to 
Summa Sites. Five Oaks MS does not provide Summa program while Stoller MS does. 
Summa students in our neighborhood will need to go to Meadow Park MS for Summa 
program if Rock Creek ES moves from Stoller boundary to Five Oaks boundary.
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11/19/2019 Swati Sutar swati.s.lohar@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We give first priority to schools when buying house for our family, if we look at distance 
it makes sense to keep Springville kids in stoller middle school, there is no other choice 
for Springville kids ,only stoller is the right option, after looking at Suggested maps by 
people from last meeting does not make any sense to send Springville kids to some 
other middle school , looking at distance all other middle schools are far away than 
Stoller, so consider Springville to go under Stoller middle school.

11/19/2019 Sophia Johnnmh@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8
Stoller MS boundary should include all 97229 zipcodes north of HW26 and south of 
Springville rd to consider both diversity and geological locations.

11/19/2019 Sj Shuchij27@gmail.com Stoller MS

The boundary decision should be really considering students who fall in the no bus zone 
at the Extreme boundary of Stoller middle school and west view and are not walking 
distance from school ( so a safe all is also not an option for them ).This way those 
students will get an option to go by bus as it becomes a very tumultuous task for 
parents to drop and pick those students every day by car and adds on  to the traffic on 
the road too .

11/19/2019 Xiaojin Jiao xj.jiao@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I have a 3 grader right now attending Rock Creek ES, and a 4 years old, a future RC kindergardener. I have heard/read a lot 
of discussion/comments about kicking rock creek ES out of Stoller MS.
The following are my serious concerns considering the factors mentioned in Board Policy JC.

1. Student body composition;
Rock creek has about 20% students from low incoming families (I used Free/discounted lunch recipients ratio from 
https://www.schooldigger.com/go/OR/schools/0192001227/school.aspx), which is the bigger factor to maintain the 
economic diversity in Stoller MS. Without rock creek would drastically change that ratio (currently 11%) in Stoller MS since 
other elementary schools are all on the other side of distribution (Springville: 15.9%, Sato: 12.9% JW: 5.6%, and findley 
5.5%)

2. Neighborhood proximity and accessibility.
If rock creek students got moved out of stoller MS, they would have to go to a middle school on the other side of highway 
26 due to the middle-school shortage on this side. It would definitely make the traffic congestion even worse at some 
locations such as Hwy-26/185th junction and West Union/185th cross, and raise the safety concerns. It makes the biking to 
school a highly risky and impossible mission.

3. Feeder patterns from elementary, middle to high school;
Rock creek - Stoller - Westview has been a well-established academic path for all students in our neighborhood. Students 
studying in the same elementary, middle and high schools can have more opportunities to build strong and stable childhood 
friendship, which has positive impact on their mental healthiness. For example, researcher has found "Young adults who 
had no childhood friends had higher odds of psychological difficulties than those with at least one friend". 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4398590/)

In summary, I strongly against the proposal to just simply kick the kids from rock creek elementary out of Stoller MS. 
Please kindly consider all factors when you make decisions, and please remember your decision will re-shape many kids' 
and their families' future life. In the long term, I believe adding new middle schools in the north side of highway 26 should 
be the correct way to go!

11/20/2019 Hrushi Ketineni hrushik@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley and Stoller are the neighborhood schools for our community, within a mile or 
mile half.  These are inextricably linked with lot of history with siblings, extended 
family &amp; friends  who have gone to Stoller from Findley, this is a big emotional 
psychological consideration for kids.  In addition, kids can walk to Stoller from the 
Findley neighborhood -- highlights the roots these schools have with community.    
Findley's enrollment numbers are expected to be stable  and continuing to feed into 
Stoller  is the only fathomable option With ever increasing need for housing the new 
developments / communities should be feeding into schools which are in proximity - if 
there are no schools close by and if they have to take transportation adding few 
minutes to reach an uncrowded school must be explored e.g. Springville ideally should 
be K8 school or feed into less crowded school.
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11/20/2019 Tracey Vorderstrasse Tracey.Vorderstrasse@LibertyMutual.comRock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

It has been brought to my attention that there are changes being considered relative 
to adjustment of middle school boundaries.  This was brought to my attention by way 
of a neighbor sharing this information.  This information could have significant financial 
implications to many homeowners who have homes in the area being effected.Has the 
school district considered the financial implications it may cause to the public in 
general?  Has notification to the public and homeowners that may be effected been 
sent and/or other notification been posted and/or mailed?Rock Creek Elementary 
school feeds into Westview Highschool and this needs to be strongly considered.  As 
adjustment from a middle school environment to high school is already a challenge for 
students, attending a school with a whole new group of peers would be quite 
overwhelming.  I am opposed to moving Rock Creek Elementary to Five Oaks MS.

11/20/2019 Shivani goelshivani@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley and Jacob Wismer are neighborhood schools to Stoller MS, in that they are 
literally across the road from Stoller. There should be no adjustments to Findley and 
Wismer feeding to Stoller when kids can walk to school and there is no additional 
expense on providing school buses. This makes sense all year round as well as during 
weather emergencies. The Springville neighborhood is growing rapidly. It makes sense 
to augment the capacity of existing schools or add new neighborhood schools there.

11/20/2019 Katie Murry Katieemurry@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

I do not think that Rock Creek should be zoned for any other middle school besides 
Stoller.  That is the closest middle school to our neighborhood by far- and we live in 
Stoller Farms!  Stoller Middle School continues the needs of Rock Creek students in 
their pathway to success.  Stoller is in the same community as Rock Creek- all around 
the heart of Bethany.  Other middle schools would be in different communities causing 
Rock Creek students to feel separated and alone.  Stoller Middle School fosters the 
love of the community of Rock Creek and Jacob Wismer- two elementary schools close 
into the heart of Bethany.  Please don't break up our community.

11/20/2019 Phromporn Phrompprnp@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We would like to keep our home in Findley/ Stoller/ Sunset area. We bought our house 
In 2015 specifically for this very reason that our sons have an option to be in these 
schools let alone dropping in house value if we are out of these zones. So I hope district 
would not just do that.

11/20/2019 Ritochit Chakraborty ritochit.chakraborty@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley is a feeder school for Stoller MS which is within walking distance for most kids. 
Kids at Findley have siblings who are at Stoller. They also have tight interactions with 
kids from nearby schools (such as Jacob Wismer) at after school activities. Being ~1 
mile away, on unforeseen inclement weather days or unannounced early closure, kids 
can actually walk back home (maybe walk down to Laidlaw and then follow Thompson 
if need be). At the new MS, walking back >2.5 miles along Saltzman which does not 
have sidewalk on either side all along the way, kids have to cross the road at times to 
maintain their course posing serious safety concerns. Kids who have spent their 
formative years together develop deeper friendships than most of us adults can 
establish.
So the request is to (a) maintain Findley as a feeder school for Stoller MS, and (b) do 
not break the feeder system at Findley based on zonal paritioning as this will 
negatively impact the emotional development for our kids.

11/20/2019 Wenting luwenting20@hotmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

I understand all the elementary schools/ middle schools, especially in bethany area are 
exploding. And district is trying to alleviate it by adjusting middle school boundary. I 
also understand parents' concern why they don't want to, or hesitant at adjusting 
middle school assignment.The main concern I see are 1: concerning feeder 
elementary schools to middle school, 2: proximity to middle school for commute, 3: 
summa program availability.As a parent, I care a lot how this is handled.  I believe 
most of us choose to live in this area because of school. And I hope the changes would 
address parents concern, and keep providing their kids the same level of support as 
before.
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11/20/2019 Glen Marcusen ghmarcusen@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview ACMA

Dear BSD and the Boundary Adjustment Committee,We chose to live in Rock Creek because of the wonderful community 
and schools. Our child is expecting to go to Stoller middle school in the Fall of '21. Many of the maps drawn by non-Rock 
Creek parents at the at boundary adjustment meetings taking place are suggesting the district move Rock Creek to 5 Oaks 
MS. Why are so many parents and kids vying to stay within Stoller's boundaries? It's near our homes! Proximity, 
neighborhood access and familiarity are hugely important, but interestingly the vision of both schools are vastly different. If 
you haven't read Stoller's Mission Statement, it's abundantly clear that the teachers, staff and community are committed 
to creating a creative, safe, challenging and willing to be challenged, global, encouraging, risk-taking, independent and 
collaborative environment where all student can push themselves to their highest potential. Stoller Middle School's Mission 
Statement:Stoller Middle School is committed to promoting a safe, supportive learning community that fosters high 
academic achievement and lifelong learning.We Believe......the staff, students, parents, and community all share 
responsibility in creating a positive and emotionally safe school environment....in providing a comprehensive activity-
based program based on best practice promoting choice and addressing a student's social, ethical, emotional, physical, and 
academic needs....all students, staff, parents, and community members need to recognize local and global 
diversity....creative problem-solving and risk-taking are an effect of continued growth towards independent thinking and 
learning.Thank you for your time and attention. ...age-appropriate teaching strategies and interactions enable students to 
be successful, learn and have fun....it is important to recognize the growth and development of early adolescents as they 
transition from elementary to high school....students should be responsible for their actions and be aware of their effect on 
others....students should be challenged and challenge themselves to reach their highest potential....students should be 
recognized for their achievements and accomplishments....technology is an integral part of the learning process.[?]In 
contrast read 5 Oaks Mission Statement. 5 Oaks Mission Statement: We empower students to become compassionate 
members of a global society.  Rock Creek students are ALREADY empowered, compassionate members of our community 
and society. We speak over 30 languages at our school and we are practiced in being open-minded, caring, risk-taking, 
reflective, as well as creative thinkers and inquirers. I want my child to reach his highest potential and he is primed and 
ready for academic challenge. It is not lost on me that the academically, uninspired mission statement AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY, the school data for 5 Oaks clearly paint a dreary picture for kids who attend this school. We want to stay at 
Stoller because it's in OUR neighborhood and it shares the SAME VISION for learning. Lastly, Rock Creek elementary is the 
least "advantaged" elementary school that feeds into Stoller.  Stoller needs the economic diversity Rock Creek brings to 
ensure and create equal opportunities for all students.

11/20/2019 Raj Bopardikar kshipraj@msn.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Findley Elementary currently feeds into Stoller Middle school. This works very well 
from proximity point of view. Findley families live very close to Stoller. For example, I 
live in the Bannister Heights neighborhood, 1 mile from Stoller. We don't even have a 
school bus to Stoller, because it is walking distance. Changing this will result in much 
longer commute and hardships for Findley families. Also, my older son went to Stoller, 
and we want our younger son (currently in Findley) to have the same middle school as 
his sibling. Considering the growth in new housing expected in Northwest Bethany, it 
would be ideal to have a separate middle school catering to that area. Disrupting the 
middle school for Findley families doesn't make sense.

11/20/2019 Anuja anuja1234@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

I strongly believe that Findley students should continue to go to Stoller MS. The 
proximity to Stoller for most Findley students would allow kids to walk/bike to school 
with their friends. Also, student growth population feeding into Findley is expected to 
stay constant which would prevent overcrowding issues at Stoller.

11/20/2019 Aparna Kanabar Aparnakanabar@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

We live walking distance to Stoller middle school.    My kids go to Findley right now. 
they can walk to Stoller when they're in middle school next year.  makes no sense to 
move Findley to a new middle school which is more than 3 miles from my house  this is 
disrupting traffic and adding commute for all Findley families.   Need to  keep Findley 
students stoller.   Schools that are far from Staller need to be given another middle 
school option close to their homes
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11/20/19 Yinfun Chu lanlanjay@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Rock Creek help stabilize Stoller's population Rock Creek Elementary has a relatively 
developed neighborhood so few new houses are adding. Rock Creek Elementary has 
forecast a steady student count, about 550-580 each year. Unlike other elementary 
schools like Sato which is forecast to have students increased from 596 (2018-19) to 
792 (2028-29). Therefore, keeping Rock Creek help stabilize the student count in 
Stoller. In other words, moving Rock Creek away from Stoller cannot solve the 
overcrowding problem. Stoller's overcrowding problem will come back in a few years if 
the feeder schools keep expanding. Establish another good Middle School to share 
Stoller's popularity – a long term solutionBSD has other middle schools in the area but 
parents still prefer to send their children to Stoller, because Stoller is a good school. 
We are going to have a new middle school, Timberland in 2021. Feeding academically 
strong students to Timberland helps create good reputation of this new school, 
therefore parents are more willing to send their children to it and thus lessen the 
burden of Stoller. Findley has a lot of academically strong students so moving Findley 
to Timberland could be a good start.

11/20/19 Stacey Delsma staceydelsman@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

My family currently lives in Arbor Oaks which is home to Springville K-8. We have three 
sons; our oldest attended Springville, Stoller, and now Westview. Our middle son, 
Springville K-8 (currently a 6th grader there), and our youngest is a 4th grader at 
Springville.What the district is doing with our schools and boundaries is so 
disappointing! We have just learned that you are taking away the ability for our kids to 
attend Springville as a middle school and now you'd like to take away the option of 
Stoller.Our kids deserve the opportunity to stay in the Stoller boundary (especially if 
our neighborhood option school will no longer be an option). Many of our kids walk and 
ride bikes to and from school which will no longer be possible if the boundary is 
adjusted to send them to Five Oaks. Perhaps the district should be making 
arrangements for a new middle school to support Springville, Sato, and the future 
development of North Bethany before they start closing middle schools and redrawing 
boundaries. These schools are opening and functioning at/or near full capacity as is. 
Continuing to re-draw boundaries is not the answer, being prepared is. Be proactive 
instead of reactive. If Springville isn[?]t keeping 6, 7, 8 then build a new North Bethany 
MS or keep our kids at Stoller.

11/20/19 Yugandhara kangutkar yuga.kangutkar@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Boundary discussion is an important topic and every voice should be heard but its 
equally imp that judgment should be based upon what's logical and not based on how 
many people vote towards each school. We have to ensure that it would not bring us 
back in the same position for at least next 10 yrs Findley is an old established 
elementary school and has been fed into stoller in the past, few of the things which I 
would like to point out are listed below-1. Findley is in close proximity to Stoller, for lot 
of families its under 1.5miles away2. Count of Springville kids is high and its still going 
up bcoz of new upcoming houses so Stoller will have same overcrowding problem if all 
the springville kids fed to stoller, instead Findley count is more stable, it makes sense to 
fed Findley to stoller as it used to be in the past.3. New schools (Springville, Sato) have 
been added in the 97229 zip neighborhood (which are from growing communities), 
and its city who is responsible for planning and providing middle schools to new 
schools, how can it be fair that Findley students get affected because of this 
imbalance, In past the Findley has been fed to stoller and it should continue doing that. 
Things to Think:* Springville school was built as K to 8 with the intention to 
accommodate all these new counts, knowing that Stoller would not be able to take 
these big numbers. And now when springville can not serve middle school either then 
it should be diverted to a school which is close proximity but off-course other than 
Stoller as it can not take these numbers.* Another adjustment that can be done is to 
move part of population from Springville to Sato, so springville can continue to run as K-
8 rather than changing it to an elementary school.

11/20/19 Shivaji Nimase shivaji.nimase@gmail.com Sato Elem Stoller MS Sunset Sato elementary school should be in Stoller middle school boundary.
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11/20/19 Koy Reyes reyesk1220@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Stoller Middle School is a better school academically by the numbers and socially with 
how they handle bullying. Our oldest son went to Stoller and we prefer our younger 
kids to attend Stoller also.

11/20/19 RAYMUND MANABAT ray73331f@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
We would like to request to keep the same school district please due to geographic 
location to where we lived.

11/20/19 JM Hsu Jmhsu1217@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

For the relief of student number in Stoller , here are some thoughts of why keep Rock 
Creek in Stoller & feed Finely to Timberland will be the solution to bring balance to the 
schools and the region.1. Bring necessary ETHNIC DIVERSITY to both Stoller and 
Timberland. Rock Creek will be a good fit for Stoller and provide the diversity, and so as 
Finely to Timberland. Finely students will help new school[?]s rating and therefore 
build another great MS for the region.2. Minimizing the IMPACT cause by the change. 
Which one cause bigger impact to a family? Move their students from rated 8 school 
to new school or move from rated 8 school to rated 4 school ? The impact to the rare 
one could be huge, not only to the family also to the area and their elementary school, 
maybe high school too. Please minimize the gap that can possibly impact the families 
in all regions. Keep Rock Creek in Stoller & feed Finely to Timberland could bring the 
balance and make the impact smaller in many ways. Please give our kids a better 
education opportunity. Thank you !

11/20/19 Maria Mateus alegriam1@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The main criteria for establishing school boundaries is proximity. Springville 
Elementary is 2.2 miles away from Stoller MS and 4.5 miles away from Five Oaks. That 
alone should eliminate the possibility of Springville feeding into Five Oaks. The idea of 
creating a new Middle School in the Northern part of the District was to improve 
middle school education in a very crowded area. We all agree that Stoller is 
overcrowded and needs to reduce the number of students if it wants to continue 
giving quality education. But now that the new school is about to open it seems it is 
actually affecting the area in a negative way rather than improving it. There has to be 
a better way of modifying the MS boundaries so that students got to the school closer 
to their homes with minimal impact in relation to the current situation. There is 
definetly the need for another Middle School in this area.

11/20/19 Christy Constantine christyconstantine75@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Regarding boundary changes, BSD has stated it would be considering the following points so I 
would like to address my feedback around these categories as you consider the future of Rock 
Creek students.Neighborhood proximity: I see highway 26 as a very definite natural boundary in 
both commute and community. Students North of 26 walk and bike with freedom to their middle 
school and throughout these communities, but rarely cross 26. During school snow days Rock Creek 
parents have walked, along an integrated trail system, to pick up their students. And while the 
school building of Rock Creek lies deceivingly close on a map, our attendance area stretches much 
further away from 26, so using the school as commute measurement is inaccurate. From a 
practical community standpoint, adding traffic to 185th near the 26 interchange in the morning 
commute would be a nightmare. The time it takes to pass the fire station is already delayed. So 
also, as regards proximity, we need to consider not just distance, but also traffic flow and impact 
on the existing traffic patterns. When did the district last do a traffic study around this?Student 
composition:. This is phrased ambiguously. However, during the discussion of high school 
boundaries, this was described as an attempt to address equity and socioeconomic diversity across 
our district. Sending Rock Creek out of Stoller, and across 26, will only widen the severe equity gap 
in BSD middle schools. Feeder patterns:. Stoller should be restricted to feeding Westview. It is 
overpopulated and the district has stated that feeding patterns are a priority. Thankfully, 
Timberland is coming on board in reasonable proximity, north of 26, and was built to help alleviate 
this growth North of 26. That was its purpose and we should see that through. Therefore, students 
nearer Timberland, who will later feed into other high schools, should be shifted that 
direction.Thank you for accepting community input and considering these factors!!
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11/20/19 Usha Praveen ushapraveen06@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi, It makes sense for kids to go to schools in the 'neighborhood' -- for Rock creek, 
Stroller is the logical neighborhood and not Five Oaks which is on the other side of Hwy 
26 and clearly NOT in the neighborhood. Commute time for kids will likely double 
considering the congestion to cross over to other side of Hwy 26. It is also important to 
make sure school transitions (elementary to middle to high) are kept smooth for kids 
by assigning schools of similar comparative rankings they feed into. For kids going to 
Rock creek the current path of StrollerMS and WestViewHS puts them in a similar 
comparative ranking of schools, making their school transitions smoother. If MS 
changes to Five Oaks which is presently much lower in comparative ratings, both of 
their school transitions (middle and high) will be much harder and not fair to Rock 
creek kids. For de-congesting Stoller, we should look at ways to assign current 
elementary schools on the east side to the new Timberland school.

11/20/19 priti khunteta priti_khunteta@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

BSD should take long term view of solving the problem. If BSD is trying to solve the 
problem of Stoller getting over crowded that will not be solved by moving Findley out 
of Stoller and adding new communities like Springville feed to Stoller. Springville area 
is seeing lot of constructions and will continue to have more students and will result 
into same problem in couple of years. I believe Stoller can take feed from Findley, 
Jacob Wismer and Sato. Since there is not a lot of constructions happening in this 
Findley neighborhood it will make sure Stoller does not see over crowding problem in 
coming years

11/20/19 SAMIRA RANJBARIAN samirar20@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview Health and Sciences/SST

Considering the distance and neighborhood. Stoller is 1 mile away from us. Five oaks 
would be 7 miles away! Rock creek students have to commute a much longer distance 
to five oaks! As a parent I strongly want my kids to go stoller. I'm objecting to go to 
five oaks.

11/20/19 Halima Khatun munne_masud@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Stoller Middle school should continue to accept Findley Elementary graduates as it is 
the 2nd closest Elementary school after Jackob Wismer Elementary school. Many 
students walk to school as it is convenient to them. School district should build a new 
middle school at North Bethany to support fast growing North Bethany population.

11/20/19 Jyothi nagajyothi.cse@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I strongly recommend Findley elementary to be fed into Stoller middle school. More 
than half of Findley students are in walking distance to Stoller, and these communities 
are already established and no growth expected.To accomodate new construction in 
North Bethany, there is a need for new middle school in North Bethany to feed 
springville and Sato schools. Other option is to leave Springville as K-8, make this as 
their home school, and remove Stoller for springville. To address overcrowding issue 
for Springville school, elementary schools boundaries should be adjusted if needed.

11/20/19 Usha Ketineni ushaketinenei@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Thanks for giving opportunity to give our input. Findley and Stoller are our 
neighborhood schools which are within couple of miles. Given proximity and long 
history of Findley families going to Stoller, Findley should continue to feed into Stoller. 
Overcrowding in Stoller is a problem coming from new development in north bethany, 
this problem is going to be exacerbated with more development - ideal solution is to 
feed the north bethany development into less crowded school. Findley and Jacob 
Wismer are proximity schools that should continue to be part of the Stoller middle 
school community.

11/20/19 Kiran kkumar.edu@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Springville k-8 school has been built to accommodate both elementary and middle 
school needs for new construction. Changing this to only elementary will not be a 
solution. This should be K-8, and Stoller should be removed for Springville students. 
Elementary school boundaries can be adjusted if needed to accomodate this. I strongly 
oppose disturbing already established communities in favor of new constructions.
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11/20/19 Alex Alex_p_sutton@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Shifting Rock Creek students from Stoller to Five Oaks will totally upend our 
community. The idea of busing our children over highway 26 into a new and distant 
neighborhood seems totally contrary to the goals of this board. It would also stifle 
economic diversity and further homogenize an already too similar student body at 
Stoller. From a parent's perspective, we moved to our neighborhood largely so that 
our children could attend good local schools, this is not what we planned or bargained 
for. This will be a step backwards!

11/20/19 SANYASI DASARI sunny_dsn@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Dear Sir/Madam,My daughter and son studying in Findley Ele school, they suppose to 
goto Stroller in 2021 but due to these boundary changes we will be going to a different 
school, which is new and very far for us. Our main concern is Kids has to dependent on 
school bus all the time and it will kill most of their time and they get strain every day. If 
it is Stroller it is very easy for our commute and close to our home. Kids can go by walk 
in summer time.It would be good & preferred to have STROLLER as our middle 
school.Thanks for understanding.Dasari & Family.

11/20/19 Pam Sandusky Pamsandusky@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please keep Rock Creek students feeding into Stoller. We moved to our neighborhood 
because of our 3 schools and continuing to go to school in our community (on the 
North side of the highway) is very important to us. Not to mention how bad the traffic 
would be if our kids had to go over the Highway to go to school.

11/20/19 Roberto Morescalchi roberto.morescalchi@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear Members of the Boundary Committee, School Board, and Families,This is clearly 
and emotionally charged matter with widespread and long term implications. As 
Parents of a family with our oldest child finishing eight grade at Stoller and our 
youngest soon to start sixth, We have multiple and strong concerns about the 
proposals or opinions of shifting to have Rock Creek Elementary feed into Five Oaks 
Middle School going forward. Though it may look good on paper or on a map, this 
would be myopic at best.While budget and resources are already constrained and, 
sorry, no BSD is perfect, Five Oaks seems to have issues performance, staffing, and 
student body issues to address before even considering adjusting the existing 
boundaries to potentially increase and destabilize its community and population. 
Please weigh with great care the input you are receiving directly or indirectly which 
could impact the thousands of children, parents, friends by a decision not carefully 
thought out. As a Rock Creek family of a long established community, and obviously as 
so many others that chose to set roots in specific neighborhoods that would afford 
their children the best educational opportunities with means available, our family 
kindly asks you to have Rock Creek Elementary continue to grow the Stoller Middle 
School community going forward, at the very least until the other BSD options have 
proven to overcome what could be interpreted as disparities that would put our 
children at immediate risk, harm, and disadvantages for years to come. Kind regards.

11/20/19 Shipra Shipra.tandon@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I strongly request not to disrupt existing neighborhoods in lieu of new neighborhoods. 
Kids are looking forward to go to Stoller, walk to school or in some cases ride to bus 
within a mile. We are paying good amount in house taxes and picked up expensive 
homes based on the schools not to get to a point where boundaries are changed when 
kids are ready to go to MS. It's essentially forcing parents to look for private schools. 
No boundary change for Findley Elementary please, it should stay with Stoller and 
continue to have SUMMA program.
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11/20/19 Satish Itsmemm@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Highland Park MS Westview

Hi BSD,My kids go to Rockcreek elementary.Rockcreek elementary has been part of 
Stoller ever since Stoller was built. Later, Bethany area got crowded and many new 
elementary schools were built, but not enough number of middles schools. Ultimately 
all these new schools came under Stoller. I believe when county gives approvals for 
new homes, they should plan properly and make sure if they have enough number of 
seats in middle school. if not, build a new one. It is not fair to build new communities 
and new elementary schools and feed to the existing middle schools and kick out the 
existing elementary schools like Rock creek elementary.I believe Rockcreek should 
continue to be under Stoller middle school boundaries. I request the BSD board 
members to consider this and do not impact Rockcreek elementary which was always 
part of Stoller to accommodate new schools. New elementary schools deserve a nice 
new middle school.Thanks !


